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;":" Ltd

EMI

LABGEAR SUPER BOOSTERS
For

ELCOT LANE

BETTER

MARLBOROUGH WILTS

CLEARER
TV

TELEPHONE: 657 and 658

PICTURES
Models now available for 405 -line VHF and
625 -line UHF.
Where low signal strength mars reception
a
Labgear Super Booster will give a
remarkable improvement in picture quality
and a marked reduction in noise.

MODEL E5129 COVERS BBC -1 AND ITV -1

WIDE BAND

MODEL E5130 COVERS BBC -2 (AND ITV -2 LATER;
* COMPACT-BATTERY OPERATED
* EASY INSTALLATION-HOOKS ON TO BACK OF SET
* INCREASES SIGNAL BY OVER 25 TIMES
* PRICE OF EITHER MODEL ONLY 75/ -

UHF AERIALS

forBBC2now

and ITV 2

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL RADIO & TV DEALER OR IN CASE
OF DIFFICULTY FROM THE SOLE MANUFACTURER STATING MODEL
NUMBER AND CHANNELS REQUIRED.

LABGEAR LIMITED CROMWELL ROAD
CAMBRIDGE TEL: 47301

FIVE STAR QUALITY AERIALS
* Anodised elements for protection. * Modern
plastic moulding techniques used for convected

CHART

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS

reflector and parasitic elements giving longer
life. * Staggered spaced elements for maximum
performance with all channel band width.

* Multi -element reflector giving high back to
front ratio. * Maximum efficiency of matching
by using laboratory developed collector plate
without any other matching device.
Description

Model

OF/H3

3 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

Gain
DB

5 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

D8

180

31/6

8.25

195

36/6

24.5

4I/-

with CLAMP
OF/H7

7 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

10 5

with CLAMP

UF/H10

10 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

UF/H12

12 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

12 5

26.0

47/-

13 5

28.0

5I/-

IS 0

290 55/-

16 25

30.0 70/-

with CLAMP
with CLAMP
OF/H14

Retail
Price

7.0

with CLAMP
OF/HS

BF
Ratio

14 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

with CLAMP

UF/HI8
OF/H22

I8 -ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

r

with CLAMP
-ELEMENT, HEAD ONLY

17.0

PLEASE STATE LARGE OR SMALL CLAMP
M11111=1

'

310 85/-

with CLAMP
REQUIRED

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass
I2in.
15-17in.

[4.10.0
I5.15.0
23in.

...

[5. 5.0
0.15.0

14in.
19-21 in.
C12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising.
Mullard, Mazda,
Emitron, etc.

Emiscope,

Cossor,

All makes
Brimar,

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

I2in.

C3. 0.0

I4in.

15-17in.

C4.10.0

2Iin.

.

.

£4. 0.0

.

1E6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10 -.
Wholesalers of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955
LONDON, S.W.I9.
OUR PRICES ARE CHEAPEST -OUR SERVICE THE BEST

PRICES "SLASHED"- NO NEED TO COMPARE THE PRICES OR SERVICE
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.
ALBA
'1041. T644, T724FM, T7441,51

T635, T909, T717
BEETHOVEN
8106, 11109. 208

at.

82/50/-

at

50/-

at

,.

BUSH

TV53, TV56, TV57, TVG58, M59. TUG59. TV62, TV63, TV66,

TV67, TUG68. M69. 1:1169.

These are supplied as inserts

COSSOR

217A, 930, 931. 933, 934, 935. 937. 938. 938A, 939FA

940, 942, 942.4, 943, 944 946
949, 945B, 945

35/-

H.M.V.
1865,-1869

at
at

52/-

MARCONI

52/6

80/-

DM1, DAM/C. DM3, 1)314, D1,14/C, DM5, DM14, DM17, 444, 555 at 68/6
58/6
D5135, DM45, DM53. D5156 .
al
72/6
DM21C, DM1121
.
SO/DM27C, DK19 811GTV777, 81111TV666
DYNATRON

48/6

TC208, T11209, T209!1, r221, T231, T731F, T249, T1."2119
T122017/1, 'P283. T284. T293, T311, 7310. TOC316. '1326, T327
'1330, '13308', T331, T1211337, TME272, T344, T344.P. T348.
at
T348F. T356. 'T0312, T313, T313P, T535

EMERSON

45T, 454T

65/-

at

at 48/6

VT155, VT156
MURPHY
V740-750
V270-290
V310-520, 330, .3.30
410 -tall
470-540

at
at
at
at
at
at

059-759 ..

TH16, 178A, TV1416, 178A, TV1416, T1418, 1I419,

'I'V1716, T V1719, TV1720

48/8
48/6

1031', 105T. 113T, 135T, 112T, 143T, 145T, 990T, 991T, 992'1'
at
993T, 9941, 995T, 9961, 9971. 998?. 9891
203T, 2041, 205T, 2061, 21411, 2351', 2361 244T. 246T
al
Used when available
at
305T, 307T, 315T, 317T
306T. 3031

at 48/6
at 50/ -

1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874,1875, 1876

148.11.

..
at
E700, E701, E704, E708, Port-ORama E707
E709, E710, 2711. These are supplied as au exchange unit or can
at
be supplies as an Insert

PERGIISON

.

78/8

82/82/97/6

82/97/6

PETO SCOTT

EXCO

500 13eries 604T

171.3F, 17K4, 17241', 1725, 17824, 178K4F, 1726, 17825,
179K6, 17T4, 17T4F, 17T5, 17T6. These are supplied as inserts
at 30/,
at 48/8
T1001, T1002, T1002/1, T1004, T1066, T1011
at 65/ T1012, T1023, T1024, T1027

only

at

DECCA

406T, 408T, 41111', 436T, 439T, 405T, 407T

FERRANTI
14T2, I4T3, 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 14T5, 14T6, 1723, 1723F, 17T3,

30/27/6

65/30/15/48/6
50/66/-

30/ -

These are supplied as inserts only.
PHILCO
1000, 1010

DIA
10.21, 102:1

REGENTONE

1 14. 10-6, 10-4, 10-17. Inserts only

ULTRA
1453, V1'14-53. V15-60, V5750, V1752, V1753, V1760
VE1702
V t 17,7. V1763 V176.4. V21-50, V21-52, V2 160 ..

V17 -70.V17-71, VI7-72, V17-73, V17-74, V17-75

..

\1760.V17-11, V17-82, V1783
N 1.9.. Ot. V19-94, V19-85
% 73-80-V23-84

..

..

..

..

-

..

at
at
at

72/6

at

80/ -

at
at
at
at
at

42/6
42/6

at

at

75/ 72/6

60/ 52/6

42/8
80/ 65/ -

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND S COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION.

FOR CALLERS ONLY. Ex -Rental Televisions. All B.B.C./I.T.A. I7in. from
0.10.0. With a Written Full 12 Months' Guarantee on Cathode Ray Tubes.

GENUINE BARGAINS. WELL WORTH A VISIT.
VALVE LISTS-- NEW SURPLUS VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER,
AND GUARANT EED 3 MONTHS. POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.
50CD6 G
5U4/G
5Z3
6BG6 G
611,17GT

S

5'6
5,3
6'3
3/.

0C2

5/6
6'7/6

0E1

116

OPI3

61916
6141-

6V6
4

12/6

OCI

OP 1 4

9BG6/G
20D1
20F2
20L I

101-

20P1

)16

20P3

4/5

6'.

DAF9I
DAF96

ECH8 I
ECL80

8 /.

ECL82

7'-

4/2

ECL83
ECL86

716
816

EF4I
EF80

6'3

EF85
EF85

316
616

E F89

DK9 1

718 /5 t8151-

DK96
DL91
DL94
DL95

716141-

EM84

4/6

PY31

416

1 Y51
E Y85

5'-

PY32

416

8r10'-

UF80
UL4 I

4/6
4,-

3/6
4'3/6

U L84

3/9

UU8

9/6

UY4 1

316

UY85

51 -

616
616

716
516

30PLI
30PL13

6/6

10421

5'.

5/6
9 /.

8'-

EM8 I

EL4I
EL84
EM34

30P4
30P12

U25
U26

61-

4/6
10/.
10/.

sr-

3/6

5/6

ECCB5
ECF8 )
ECF82

U24

PL83

EF92

EBC4 I
EBF80
EBF89
ECC81

5,5/6

Sr-

PY800
PZ30

PL84

EF9 1

4 /6

PCF80
PCF82
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

4/.

5'-

616
21-

4/.
4/.

416
51-

UABC80
UAF42
UBF80
UBF89
UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH8 I
UCL83

1/6

EA BC80
EB9I

4/6

KT33C
PABC80
PCC84
PCC89

41416
416
61619
616
71616
101516
31416

7/6
3/6

1.0636

ECC82
ECC83
ECC84

61 -

ECH42

81.

DH77

1011516
71.)

20P4
27SU
30C15

6'.

DF91
D F96

7'-

PL33

PL36
PL38
PL8 1

PL82

EZ40-41
Ezad-En

5'6

PY33
PY80

5'S

PY8 1

GZ34

6'6

PY82

U191
U301
U801

7,6
916
1216
51-

4/6
516
61-

4'-

5/6
41-

5'9
616
91-

We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -I F.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and tuafity re -built CRT's at bargain prices.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S Coils, 31-. C.O.D
ALL MAKES AND MODELS 41-, P.P. 3o.
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION !
!
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FOR THE
FIRST TIME
Plug-in ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

SMALL FULLY ENCAPSULATED PLASTIC CASED
tolerance of the range is -20% +100% of rated
capacitance. The anodes are of super -purity
aluminium, with all -welded internal connections.
A special electrolyte ensures low impedance at
all frequencies in the audio range.

These new T.C.C. small plastic -cased electrolytic capacitors have been specially developed for
vertical mounting on printed circuit boards, and
are designed for operation at temperatures from

-20'C to +60'C. Three case sizes are available
in

rated voltages up to 50V. The standard

QUICKER ASSEMBLY

Steel cored wire gives precision acceptance of
capacitors when inserting into punched
printed boards.

LOW LEAKAGE CURRENT & LONG LIFEassured by fully automatic winding of elements,
avoiding handling of electrodes by operatives.

QUICKER IDENTIFICATION

TERMINATIONS OF STEEL CORE
COPPER WIRE-

Colour coding and embossed values enable in-

stant selection of the right capacitance and

voltage.
specially solder coated for fast, ripple solderHIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES
ing technique.
Full full details please write for Technical Bulletin No. 102

.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD.
NORTH ACTON, LONDON W.3 Telephone: ACOrn 0061 (16 lines) Telegrams: Telefarad, We#Mone,london. Telex: 26138.I
(also at) CHESSINGTON, SURREY

.

SATHGATE, SCOTLAND

or everything in . .
COMPLETELY
REBUILT, RE -SCREENED, RE -ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND LEAD THE WAY!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.
Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD

1;3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

-

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477,483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUILDERS

IN

THE U.K.
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Editorial and Advertisement

template buying a new receiver, and wearily seek out the

haven of the refreshment rooms. Years may come and go but
the Radio Show is a veritable permanent magnet!

- George Newnes Ltd., Tower House
Southampton Street, W.C.2.
k:

E 0 George

Newnes

Ltd.,

This year, of course, it is all back under one roof again,

1964

E

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. =

SUBSCRIPTION RATE
including postage for one year

To any part of the World E1.9.0.
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BB Test Case

The Editor will be pleased to consider
= articles of a practical nature suitable =
for publication in "Practical Television". =
E
= Such articles should be written on one =
E side of the paper only, and should con- a
= lain the name and address of the sender. =
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself =
= responsible for the manuscriptl. every effort =
.2 will be made to return them if a stamped a
= and addressed envelope is enclosed. All =
= correspondence intended for the Editor F.
= should be addressed to The Editor, =
= "Practical Television". George Newnes

= Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street.
= London. W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the =
= design .of radio and television apparatus =

and to our efforts to keep our readers
= in touch with the latest developments, =
we give no warranty that apparatus E
E
= described in our columns Is not the sub- =
led of letters patent.

=

Copyright

in

all

drawings. photo-

a graphs and articles published in =
= "Practical Television" is specifically =
throughout the countries
F. reserved
= signatory to the Berne Convention and =
F. the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations a
E of any of these are therefore expressly =

=

forbidden.

ONCE again the Radio Show is with us. Once again the
public will flock to Earls Court to gaze at the sets, ply
the salesmen with questions, collect sales literature, con-

Offices

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

E

=
=

AND TELEVISION TIMES

--=-

14

Ea

following the trade -only experiment of last year. And how it
has changed!

In the pioneer days, the exhibition was aimed largely at
the home constructor and experimenter and was a golden
opportunity to meet fellow enthusiasts to talk shop. Even in
the last "Radiolympia" before the war, there was still a lot
for the home constructor and "ham" to see and many

amateurs to seek out for a chinwag.
But by this time, the main emphasis had veered towards the
ordinary listener and viewer. Elaborate attractions were
sponsored by the BBC, including special studio programmes
which were not only seen by the audiences but were broadcast

live on the radio.

After the war, the character of the show changed even more
rapidly, this coinciding with a change in venue from the cosy
Olympia to the more stark Earls Court, a move made necessary by the demand for stand space.
Displays and features of particular interest to the amateur
enthusiast began to vanish quickly and television took over
the dominant role, not only on the stands but with TV shows
organised by the BBC. In recent years even these have changed.
Truth to be, the Radio Show has in essence become more
and

more a trade show cunningly disguised as a public

exhibition. Manufacturers are mainly concerned (and who

can blame them'?) with filling their order books and not a
few of the exhibitors have little or no direct point of contact

with the general public.
From small beginnings the industry has developed octopus like tentacles. This has led to more specialised exhibitions. For
instance, component manufacturers prefer to suonort. the

RECMF Component Show, a strictly trade -only exhibition
where they reach set manufacturers and overseas buyers. The
audio people, after an abortive effort to introduce an audio
section at the Radio Show, stick steadfastly to the Audio Fair.
although this is open to the general public. And for the
average amateur, we still have the annual RSGB exhibition
where we can meet fellow enthusiasts for a get-together and
see a few components.
This year's arrangements at Earls Court are a compromise
to the conflicting interests of the Trade and Public-the exhibition is the same but opening hours are divided between both
factions. Neither is entirely satisfactory to that large minority
the amateur radio and TV enthusiast. Desnite this, how,..v3r,
large numbers of us will still walk through those turnsti:es
again this year!
.
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Our next issue dated October will be published on September 22nd.
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TELETOPICS
New Eurovision Microwave Link
IMPORTANT new microwave
links are to be established
between London's new 600ft.

TV STANDARDS
CONVERTER IS
NOW REVERSIBLE

GPO tower and Lille in northern
France. This equipment, which
will be provided by Standard
Telephones and Cables Limited,

THE BBC Research Depart-

national telephone circuits and
also provide a permanent 625 -line
Eurovision link to replace the
BBC's temporary system between
Folkestone and London.
STC will supply their very
latest transistorised microwave
equipment, operating in the

tion, i.e., it is now able to convert
television signals either from 625

two both -way (one working plus
one standby) television channels
between the GPO tower, London

was originally

will boost the number of inter-

6,000Mc/s band and providing

and a 200ft. tower on Tolsford
Hill, near Folkestone. There will

also

be two

(one

plus one) The 200 ft. radio mast near i-oikestone.
London to Tolsford Hill direc- Materiel Telephonique (LMT),
tion.
STC's French associate company.
Television signals will be LMT engineers will install
carried to Lille by an existing new STC equipment on the

unidirectional TV channels in the

link completed in 1959 by Le French side of the Channel.

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION
AT DENTAL CONFERENCE
AT the 84th Annual Conference of the British Dental Association,
held recently at the Royal College of Surgeons in Lincolns Inn
Fields, London, closed-circuit television was used to enable all the
delegates to see simultaneously, details of the various demonstrations.
The television equipment, which was provided by the Marconi
Company, was installed in a specially constructed studio adjacent to
the Edward Lumley Hall where the delegates met, and consisted of
three miniature vidicon camera channels, type V3020. Two of these
were manually controlled cameras fitted with zoom lenses and the
third camera was used for telecine applications, showing either 16mm

film or slides.

The television pictures from the studio were relayed to the main

lecture theatre, where a Marconi large screen projector presented each
picture or programme from the studio on a screen measuring
8ft. x 6ft.

ment Line -store Electronic
Standards Converter has been

made to be reversible in operalines

to 405 lines or from 405

lines to 625 lines, all at the turn
of a switch.
This
standards

converter,

which was developed at Kings -

wood Warren by

a

team of

engineers under Mr. Eric Rout,
installed at the

Television Centre in time for the
opening of BBC -2. It works on a
somewhat similar principle to the
one-way converter developed by

the BBC Designs Department

(see "Teletopics," October 1963

issue).

The Research Department con-

verter has already been used in

service a number of times for the

conversion

of

625 -line

pro-

grammes to 405 lines; it was also
used during June to convert from
405 lines to 625 lines during the
transmission of the Irish Sweeps

Derby. This programme originated at the Curragh (Dublin) on
405 lines and was broadcast in

the United Kingdom on the 405 line standard. It was then conver-

ted to the 625 -line standard for

transmission to Belgium over the
Eurovision circuit.
The standards converter, which

is contained in a single bay of
equipment 3ft. wide, stores one

scanning line of television picture
in 576 capacitors. There are 1152
high-speed switches, each of

which can charge or discharge
one of these capacitors in one
twenty -millionth of a second.
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AMATEUR TV

Wired Television Speeds BBC -2

CONVENTION

THE first relay television network in Colchester began operation on
July 1st this year. From that date, viewers on the relay system
were able to switch on to BBC -2, although transmission of the new
programme to this region is not scheduled to begin until August 1968.
The network has been installed by the British Relay organisation,
providing subscribers to the service with four television programmes

'11HE Convention of the British
Amateur Television Club is

to be held this yaer in the Con-

ference Suite of the Independent
Television Authority's headquarters at 70 Brompton Road, Lon-

-BBC -1, BBC -2, London ITV and Anglia TV-and four radio

don S.W.1. The date of the
Convention is September 12th,

programmes.

Programmes are received at a special 160ft. high master aerial,
mounted alongside the main receiving station in Lexden, Colchester.
From this central station, programmes are relayed by wire to many
thousands of homes throughout the town.

when members of the Club from

many parts of the country will
meet for an exhibition of equipment,

C.C.TV Watches Cars at Dover

topics, all

pass through the Dover Car Ferry Terminal this year on route to

Calais, Ostend and Boulogne. will be unaware that their progress
through the terminal is being observed on television screens. In
fact, pictures from six cameras, covering the quarter of a mile from
the entrance to the ferry berths, will be relayed to the traffic controller's office by a closed-circuit

the control of traffic. During peak

periods 7,000 cars a day pass
through the terminal to board
ferries arriving and departing
every half -an -hour.
The two 19in. television

screens in the control room show

pictures from any of the six
cameras, enabling the traffic
controller to spot any likely

bottle -necks and to know what
instructions

to give

over

tain an easy flow of traffic.
The cameras are remotely controlled by a telephone dialling
automatically
which
system,
selects the required camera for

focus, rotation and tilt action.

Aerial for Isle
of Man ITV
THE Independent Television

Authority has placed a contract with EMI Electronics Ltd..
for the design, supply and erec-

tion of a transmitting aerial at
Richmond Hill, Isle of Man, for

the re -transmission on channel 8,
proBorder Television

of

grammes picked up from Caldbeck, near Carlisle.

The bi-directional pattern of
the horizontally polarised aerial
will ensure coverage of the populated areas of the island without
interfering with TV reception in
the North-west of England.

horizontally polarised. These will

STANDBY AERIALS
FOR ITA

be kept on constant standby in
readiness for such an emergency.
This is the first time that

TO reduce to a minimum the precautions
been taken

of this kind have
by a broadcasting

time that ITA programmes organisation in the United Kingwould be off the air in the event dom.
of a transmitting aerial being
Both aerials will be stored at
seriously damaged, the Authority the ITA's station at Lichfield,
has placed contracts with EMI near the centre of England, for
Electronics

Ltd

to

supply

a

speedy

transportation

to

any

reserve mast and two Band III transmitting station in the country
aerials-one vertically and one of whichever aerial is required.

The 250ft. mast can be erected
in eight hours by a team of seven

the

public address system to main-

to be held between

vision ".

television system recently installed

and supplied by Pye Telecommunications Ltd., to assist

General

10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Subjects for
the Convention's lectures will include "Semiconductors at 70cm",
" Pulse Generators ", " Camera
Tubes " and " Video Testing
Techniques for Amateur Tele-

MOST of the drivers of the 500,000 cars which are expected to

by the Dover Harbour Board,

Annual

the

Meeting and a short symposium
of technical papers on television

The aerials being assembled at
E.M.I., Hayes.

men, ready for the appropriate

aerial to be erected and powered.
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35Mc/s bandwidth

18dB gain

7dB noise factor

A SIMPLE

U.H.F. Preamp
SKI

Input

using a quarter -wave cavity

socket

Chassis material - 21 s.wg. copper

by C. H. Banthorpe

THE start of

a u.h.f. television network in
Britain has brought some interesting problems,
but one of the most objectionable features has
been the higher " noise " level of the received pictures in many areas compared with the v.h.f.

signals. The viewer is therefore reminded of the
difference when changing programmes. In due
course these fringe areas will be served in some

way, "repeaters or piped signals, but this must take
many years. There are also people who will not, or
cannot, have an efficient aerial system and this noise
problem is also a serious one for them.
The gain of a television receiver is spread over
the r.f., i.f. and video frequencies, but from a signal
to noise ratio point of view, gain at signal frequency
is best. In many ways it is also the most difficult

Inside depth of chassis -1'

Fig. 2-Top and underside views showing the wiring
details.

tuned cavity. This is not only easy to make but is
also efficient and robust.
Construction
A/4 tuning lines can

be

twin

or coaxial

and this one can be considered as coaxial with the

outside part made of square section for ease of

is applied to the frequency changer so that it is
larger than the effective noise at the input of the

construction and with one long side omitted. The
box is made from a piece of 21 s.w.g. copper
approximately 3in. x
lin. squares are cut
from each corner and the four sides are then folded
up and the four corner seams soldered, making a
box 2Iin. x lin. x lin. The inner part of the tuner
consists of a piece of I Ain. x tin. diameter copper
tube or rod, one end of which is soldered to the
centre of the end of the box and the other end is

The introduction of u.h.f. transistors has made

tuning capacitor is of the type consisting of a
threaded ceramic tube into which a brass screw is
inserted. The screw forms one plate of the capaci-

to achieve.

One of the largest contributions to the noise of

the receiver comes from the frequency changer and
if the signal can be amplified sufficiently before it
frequency changer, then an improved signal to noise
ratio results.

possible very simple and efficient amplifiers and the
recently developed Mullard A.F. 186, p.n.p. alloy -

diffused transistor is by far the best so far tried by
the author.

It was found to work ideally in a simple A/4

soldered to the " hot " end of the trimmer. This

tor and a tinned silver ring on the outside, the
other. The silvered ring on the outside is the

" hot " side of the trimmer. These are widely used
on v.h.f. tuners and in this amplifier it also makes a
convenient support for one end of the tin. copper
rod.

Input

The output socket inner contact is soldered to the
copper rod where shown.
The transistor is push -fitted into a suitable hole

TR1

C1 5pF

AF186

m

SKI
R1

2kfl

+ve
C2

7795 - 3pF

R2 10 SI

1000prr

R3 10k0

-9V

Output
socket

SK2

C3

7Ir000pF

FeedthrOugh capacitors

Fig. I-Circuit diagram of the u.h.f. preamplifier.

and the feed through capacitors are soldered into
suitable holes each side of the transistor. Leads
should be kept short, particularly the base lead to
the feed through capacitor. It is very important
that all the soldering operations to the box should
be completed well before fitting the transistor as
the box becomes very hot during its construction.
The common base circuit is used (Fig. 1) and the

input is .untuned because the emitter input is

a

-continued on page MS
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STOCK FAULTS
CC3

PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS

PART S
THE SYNC SEPARATOR

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
494 OF THE AUGUST ISSUE

FAULT-FINDING around the sync separator

stage has always been a bit of a bugbear. This
is partly because the conditions under which
the stage operates are stringent, partly because test
procedures vary widely, partly because symptoms
can be inconclusive and misleading.

More than in any other stage of a television
boon when dealing with the synchronising

receiver, knowledge of the common faults- can be
a

separator in its various forms.

First thing to consider is what the stage is and

what it is supposed to do. Next, to take a -swift look
at some of the different circuits. Although the principles behind' synchronisation, and the practice of

separation, have been dealt with theoretically in
these pages at past times, it is felt that a -repeat of
the salient points will do no harm, and will help

illustrate the peculiarities of some of the more
complex circuits that may be encountered.
Composite Waveform

The television signal waveform is shown as

The sync separator's job, quite simply, is to
suppress the picture content of the signal, then

split up the field (frame) and line pulses to " key "
the oscillators at the correct moment to keep the
picture in step. Like many another " quite simple "
job, this is easier said than done. Fig. 24b shows
one reason why.
-This-is the Ia/Vg- curve for a saturated pentode
type of sync separator, perhaps the most popular.
Reference to later notes and diagrams will show the
principal features of this type of circuit.
-The-valve is held in a non -conducting condition
by --several volts of negative grid bias, caused by
grid current. The low screen grid voltage and the
high time constant of the grid circuit components,
plus the use of a high -gain pentode with short grid -

base, limits the anode current so that the signal
application drives the grid even more negative,

keeping the valve cut off, but when the sync pulse
arrives and the grid becomes positive, heavy current
flows, --the valve becomes saturated and anode
current remains approximately constant for further
increases in grid voltage.

a

composite whole in Fig. 24a. This is a positive -going

signal, in that the voltage increases from zero to

black level at 30 per cent of total peak voltage and
continues to increase until the 100 per cent value

Square Pulse Shape

the signal is fed to the cathode-ray tube; this

The result is the square pulse shape shown in
Fig. 24b. The duration of this pulse is about 10

this needs a reversal of matters, with a negative -

ship of sync input with the applied signal, and
effected by the diode action of the grid circuit

that,

as grid current flows, or by the addition of an

represents peak white.
But the term positive -going is- applied to the way

operates as a valve, and 'a signal applied to the grid,
making it positive with respect to cathode, will
cause an increase in beam current. It is more
normal to apply the signal to the tube cathode, and

going signal producing the same effect.
The important thing to remember

is

regardless of whether the eventual application of
signal is positive or negative -going; the principle

remains the same; an increase in signal voltage

makes for extra brightness.
It is no great difficulty to reverse the signal

polarity; this is done by using an extra valve or
taking off the signal from cathode instead of anode.
A video amplifier, for example, accepting a positive going, signal at its grid, deliVers a negative -going
signal from its anode.

microseconds, and the intervals between pulses are
about 100 microseconds. d.c. restoration, which is
necessary for the maintaining of a correct relation-

across the grid leak, which becomes a load resistor
external diode.

From the foregoing, it will be apparent that the
voltages of the valve, and the component values of
the critical time -constant portion of the circuit are
very important. For overall sync faults, i.e., both
timebases refusing to lock, this should be the first
check, and it must be remembered that valves of
apparently similar type can give rise to variations,
and anything that affects the regularity of the h.t..
line will affect synchronising.
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Hum Fault

A common fault, on many receivers, regardless

of the types of circuit, is a hum on the h.t. line,
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inaccurate discrimination of the sync pulses. (In
this context, the term discrimination is used to
indicate the separation of sync pulse from picture

caused by a leaky smoothing capacitor. This does
not always show the secondary symptoms of a hum
bar or an audible hum, but the application of an
oscilloscope will quickly prove this kind of fault.
Note that it is not always possible to overcome
the fault symptoms by bridging with a substitute
electrolytic: an advanced state of " drying out ",
even if it does not give secondary symptoms, can
only be proved by oscilloscope tests or complete

modulation. the separator's primary purpose.)

" bridging " test being made-a few minutes with a
spare 100mF and a couple of flyleads can save hours
of fruitless head -scratching.
Referring again to the foregoing theoretical

affect the d.c. restoration, such as a leak in the sync
coupling capacitor, change in screen grid voltage or,
in applicable circuits, cathode biasing conditions.
Once more, it is possible that one timebase will be

signal applied to the sync separator stage will cause

limitations.

substitution. But that should not prevent the

remarks, it will follow that a weak or distorted

Fig. 24 demonstrates that the vital point of the
waveform is the 30 per cent " black level ", below
which the sync separator conducts. Variation in this
black level, relative to the overall signal, will

produce erratic synchronising.
D.C. Restoration

Faults that cause this variation are those that

affected before the other, depending on design

Peak

white
Modulation

Leadnq

707.
picture

edge

Note that the sync coupling
capacitor from video to sync
separators very often rated at a
quite high working voltage perhaps higher than is apparently

demanded by the circuit voltages.
This is to accommodate the peak
signal voltages which can appear

modulation

across it,

Black
level

adding to the d.c. for

instantaneous
1

;

30% sync
pulse region

Back
porch

Sync pulses

Zero

amplitude
level

Saturation

voltage

capacitative tolerance.

1 complete line

Fig. 24a-Signal wavefo m, showing relative positions.
of synchronising pulses, zero, black and peak white
ampli ude levels.

breakdown

at odd times. It is false economy
to fit an inferior type of capacitor
in this position: voltage tolerance
is very often more critical than

Similarly, application of a sync pulse that is not
' clean ", i.e., has a leading edge that is erratic due
o bad timing, will cause faults that depend, again,
on the type of circuit.
This can be caused by picture information
breaking through on the sync pulse. An oscilloscope
will quickly show this as
grass ", or higher

frequency variation on the square top of a pulse
waveform.

Unstable Line Lock

Because the line frequency

is

higher than the

frame, faults which cause this effect very often show
Vg

e

0

Sync
pulse

output

symptoms of unstable line lock before the frame
becomes erratic. An inspection of the " train " of

pulses with picture information removed
shows why this is so. Fig. 25 is a simplified diagram
sync

of the sync pulses for the last, and first four, lines
Sync
pulses

Input

on

signal

of the television raster.
It is not within my brief to go into the exact

details of the television signal; its make-up and
duration of pulses, etc. Indeed, a separate article

could be written on this subject alone-and the
patience of both reader and Editor is not inexhaustible!
Fig. 24b-Vg/la curve for satura ed pentode type of
sync separator, with input as Fig. 24a. Polarity of
applied signal is arranged to drive the valve rapidly
from cut-off to saturation when the sync pulse
arrives. Anode current drops rapidly again when the
sync pulse ceases. Duration of sync pulse is approximately 104, occurring at 104.44S intervals.

But, basically, the detail of Fig. 25 shows that the
line pulse leading edge, which is the part that does
the timing job, occurs every 100 microseconds and
the pulse is of 10 microseconds' duration. When the
frame pulse comes along, at the first four lines of
the raster, it consists of eight pulses, at 40 micro-

second intervals, returning to black level for 10

microsecond periods.
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The reason for this method is to preserve the line

synchronisation, even when the frame timing is
being applied. Picture modulation is absent from
the waveform during this period, and, indeed, for
the first 14 lines of the raster.

Line

F405

the line and frame pulses and pass

Black

other. The outputs must be isolated
from each other, pulses must have
very definite leading edges to trip

Zero

these on to their respective
oscillators without either having
an interfering effect upon the

at

the

level level

-

precise,

O

90

Ps

Ps

required instant.
The line pulses are differentiated by application
across a series capacitor and resistor of a suitable
time constant, the output being taken off across the

resistor, producing a . pulse with a sharp leading
edge. Frame pulses are integrated, that is collected
together from the train of frame pulses, by production across a series resistor and capacitor combination, the values again being chosen to give the right
time constant.

Theoretical circuits to illustrate this have been
deliberately omitted-because in practice, the
values of differentiator and integrator circuits vary
very widely between makes and models of receiver.
Perhaps the best example of the foregoing circuit

descriptions can be found in the Pve V200 and
associated models, the sync separator circuit of

which is illustrated in Fig. 26. Here, the sync pulse
is fed, via a long time constant circuit of C65, R84,
R83 to the grid of V18A. (These .are component
numbers from the manual, to simplify reference.)
The screen grid is held at 63V by the potentio-

meter R85, R86 and the anode is at about 140V.
The large negative voltage is tapped off from the
grid as a.g.c. (or as Pye call it, Automatic Picture
To video

cathode

Line sync
coupling

C66

-IF

R84":

Sync

(-

R63

Frame
sync

(A)

3

Line

4-1

1-1-Line

40 10
Ps Ps

lops
Line sync

Fig. 25-Train of pulses at commencement of frame.
The frame pulse is integrated from the eight halfline pulses of the first four lines of the picture.
Each half-line pulse is separated by an approximate
10µS interval, to trigger the line timebase correctly
during the frame period.

applied to the interlace circuit-about which mote
later-and reference to the table of values shows
that the time constant figures are nowhere near the
theoretical values we might expect. This is because

allowance has to be made for " hidden" circuit

impedances, and demonstrates that servicing around
the sync separator usually requires reference to the
circuit diagram of the particular model :under test.

Line sync is tapped off via C66 to the anode of

the first half of the line multivibrator, which is
the triode section of V18.
Fig. 26 brings us to the severely practical matter

of sync faults. It was mentioned previously that
the sync is often affected by fault conditions quite
remote from the actual sync separator circuit.
In this instance, a short-circuit of the noise
.

suppressor diode, or even a severe leak across 'it,
affects the line sync. This is because the diode is
connected to the anode of the video amplifier by a

Video Stage Response

Line
NOM

2

1-Line

0.03/AF capacitor (1.5kV working voltage), and the
reactance of this component is more critical at the
higher line frequency.

$,R85

C6115-1

Integration

Frame sync

The, second function of the sync
separator is to discriminate between

time -bases

Control), via suitable filter circuits, clamps,- etc.
More about this subject in the next article.

Frame pulses are integrated by R63/C53. and
C54/R64, giving a sharp wave front, and being

Discrimination

the
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(3)

It has already been stressed that anything which
impairs the frequency response of the video stage,
or, indeed, the vision i.f. stages, will affect -the synchronisation. This is especially evident in circuits

which employ a hefty decoupling of the video

cathode, as in Fig. 27, the McMichael, Sobell range.
R83`'

Drying out of the video decoupler, 1,00014F can

V18
PCF8O

R64

have -drastic effects.
Similar faults are found on the Pye CTM4,
where the decoupler is 251AF, and, to a more subtle

degree, with the Alba T766, where line tearing -on

Band III has been noted, despite quite strong
Fig. 26-Pye V200 sync separator. Component values:
C65, 0.1g; R84, 10k f2; R83, 2.2M fl; R85, 47k12;
Ft86, 221c11; C66, I.5pF, 750V; R63, 220k0; C53,
220pF ; C54, 0.01µF, R64, 150x

a

signals, when the 1500pF cathode decoupling. of
the EF80 video amplifier becomes leaky, or
increases in value.

This fault was also noted on the Ekco TC388F,
when the cathode resistor, through ageing or. fault
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conditions ,resulting in overheating, increased from
its correct 330f2 value.
Further to this, a signal weakness due to detector

or video fault, though not always apparent on the
screen, can affect the sync in a serious way. If there

is tearing, prevalent at the top of the picture, it is
quite likely that the low frequency response of the

receiver has been spoiled by misalignment.
Very often, a set is " peaked " for maximum
signal, and such a hit-or-miss method of alignment
is just not good enough for correct synchronising,

although it may produce a signal

of apparently adequate strength.

Bent verticals, although not
directly a sync fault, may have
similar origins, especially where

flywheel sync circuits are used in
the line oscillator. Typical of this
is the Pye VT17, where the 4.7k
h.t. feed to the line sync and flywheel circuits goes low in value,
the h.t. rises from its correct 165V
to something near the h.t. rail

TELEVISION
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On the Murphy V250, a similar fault occurs, but
quite a different reason. -Here, the sync
separator itself is quite conventional, but from the
output the line pulse is taken across a transformer,
which has a tertiary winding to neutralise the line
waveform and prevent its interfering with the frame
for

pulse.

A leak across the windings, or even a short-

circuit to core, can cause these curious faults. Also,
the frame circuit of later models included a
Metrosil in series with the feed to the triode buffer
stage, shunted by a resistor of about 100k9.. When,
To CR.T.

H.T.+

and

3k11`

Line, sync.

vis. int. limiter

3k.0

8.2kfl

value.

47kfl

150pF

Fr

Flywheel Sync

A flywheel sync circuit which

will receive our attention

Frame
sync.

at a

later date is the Cossor 948F. At this
jucture it is only necessary to

prehaps intermittent, faults can be
cured by

simply

tightening

1200pF

or

remaking the earth tag connection
of the braided flylead from the line
output transformer assembly to the

1

AGC

and contrast
Fig. 28-Ferguson 506T, etc., video output and sync
separator circuit, using a single PCL84 valve.

main chassis.

HT+
To C.RT. cathode

10Okfl

Frame sync
pulse shaper
Vide6
and
sync.
sep.

g150kfl

(see text)

mention that many obscure, and

and if, this Metrosil goes open
circuit, the result is not always
a purely frame oscillator fault,

but often looks more like a problem in the sync department.

Pure Sync Faults

0. 1}1F
10k Cl

Purely sync faults are rare, and

usually quite

definite,

resistor,

no

as

for

example; the screen grid voltage
of a circuit such as the Bush
TV128. Here, the screen grid is
decoupled by a 0.1pF. This can
develop a short-circuit, resulting
in a burnout of the 9kf1 feed
and

screen

grid

voltage-reference to the previous
theoretic remarks will show what
happens next.
It will be noted in the Pye
circuit of Fig. 26 that there is no

470kfl

1000

decoupling. This is nbt unusual
with a circuit of this type, as the

To contrast ,?
control

Line

sync.

Fig. 27-McMichael MPI8, etc., valet), sync separator
and frame pulse shaper circuit.

variations have been "ironed out"
prior to the application to the sync
separator. But where decoupling
is employed, as in the capacitor C
of Fig. 28. the sync separator and
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Video output circuit of the Ferguson 506, 546 and
HMV 1890, 1893 range of receivers, it is most
important that this be preserved-and adequate.
In fact, earlier models of this range had a
1,000pF capacitor in this position, which was later
modified to 0.03/AF to reduce cogging on the Test
Card.

Also worth noting, while on this model, is the
comparatively low value of the line sync pulse
coupling capacitor, 20pF. The catch is that if this

goes open -circuit there is still some semblance of

line sync, but it becomes extremely touchy. This
range should have quite a definite line lock; in fact,

the frame circui
that's another st

give much more trouble-but

A.G.C. Fault
Another story, too, is the a.g.c. fault on this range

caused by open -circuited clamp diodes (there are
two FSY11A diodes used). It is only worth mentioning here because the effect can lead one to suspect a sync fault, and it is necessary to ascertain
whether the signal is indeed reaching the sync
separator.

The opposite set of circumstances arises when a
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(and I stress the carefully chosen phrase to -forestall

howls of criticism against my defamation of that
popular odd -job valve the ECL80!) has a habit of

developing inter -electrode short-circuits
cause most curious side effects.

which

A hum on the sound, with sympathetic picture
flutter has several times been noted; on the 8617,
etc.,

a buzz on the sound, apparently tuneable,

makes one plunge for tuner unit faults. The reason
is probably that the special form of circuit results

in a.c. feedback along the a.g.c. line, but from a
purely practical point of view it is wise to substitute the ECL80 sync separator as first test when
one of these " covered up " faults is noted.
Lack of Contrast

To demonstrate the Phillips design, and bring up
another stock fault, Fig. 29 shows the video amplifier
and sync separator circuit of the TG100, 106U, etc.,

range. Where poor sync, coupled with lack if contrast is noted, and the disconcerting effe of an
improvement as the contrast control is tun ,k1 down,

the fault often lies earlier as noted in a previous

article, in the vision i.f, stages, where dry joints: in
the transformer cans make a stage
unstable.

A glance at Fig. 29 shows -why
this should be so, for the contrast
control sets the bias level of the

'VWWW\l.

HT.+
1M0

-T

018Mill

0.1,F

Sync

suppressor grid of the ECL80

pentode section, and this portion
of the circuit acts as diode clamp.
Again, this exceeds our brief- and
more weight will be given to this
type of circuit in a later article.
Not shOwn in Fig. 29, but quite
important also, is the circuit
related to the video amplifier
suppressor grid, which acts as

separator
1/2ECL80

interference limiter. Note also the

MN=

method of decoupling of the
screen grid, with the negative pole

of the 10,LF electrolytic returned
not to chassis but to cathode,
from where a further 100/iF is
used to decouple the circuit, the

100 -

10uF

1(.0

cathode sharing a bias with the
final vision i.f. valve; a further
stabilising device, which works

Shared
bias
(Finall

\

100.pF

well, but causes queer symptoms
when things go wrong. From the
foregoing, it is obvious that sync
faults are closely tied up with
other troubles. Indeed, an a.g.c.

Contrast

Vision

interference

limiter

47x

To AGC

Fig. 29-Philips TGIOOU, etc. Video amplifier also
acts as interference limiter and sync separator is
used also as a form of a.g.c. clamp.

sync separator fault causes symptoms that mislead
one into investigating elsewhere. Impossible? Don't
believe it. Take for example the Phillips 1768U and
other similar models that employ an ECL80 sync
separator.

This particular valve in this particular function

fault may derive. from a sync
fault, and vice versa, as may be

apparent from the small selection of typical circuits
that have been given.
In the next part we may digress a little from the
signal progress and consider these a.g.c. circuits and
their troubles in greater detail.
PART 6

FOLLOWS NEXT MONTH
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a new series for the intending professional serviceman

The business of
PART

I

SERVICE

by John D. Benson
RADIO and television are now an established
part of the nation's life and as such are relied
upon not only as a source of entertainment
but as a vital link with the happenings of the world
in general. This being the case, it is of paramount
importance that the equipment used should, in the
first place, be of reliable design and secondly, that
in the event of breakdown, and even the finest of
equipment is liable to this, it should be repairable
in the minimum of time and at a reasonable cost.

In the first instance it can be definitely stated

Having decided then that the second course is
the correct one, it must be considered where the
source of knowledge and experience is to come
from. In the case where the prospective business
man has had adequate training and experience it
is possible to start with the minimum of staff, which

is, of course, half the battle.
On the other hand, the principal may be without
the

technical

know-how,

but

has

business

experience, in which case it will -be necessary to
employ experienced labour which of course adds
considerably to the costs.
Whichever set of circumstances prevails, to run

a successful service department, there must be at
least one skilled operator and the wise business man
will also employ a youth to train as an apprentice.

receivers, whether radio or television, are mass produced, is of the highest order. But it must be borne

A question I have been asked many times is:
" Can service be made to pay?" and the answer is
yes, providing an efficient system is used from the
start, coupled with adequate equipment and at least

within very narrow limits and in consequence components have to work at their maximum capacity.

The basis of an efficient service department is

that our manufacturers are second to none and the

standard of efficiency, taking into account that

in mind that in order to compete in a highly competitive market and to keep prices within reasonable limits, manufacturers are forced to design

In the early days of television, the reliability

factor was very low and it has taken many years to
produce the modern receiver with its high standard
of reliability. Nevertheless, in spite of this. break-

downs still occur for various reasons. It is then
necessary to effect a repair. It is at this juncture
that we come, so to speak, to the object of our
exercise, i.e. the business of service.

POTTER OR PLAN?
Straight away we are faced with a decision that
must be made before we can proceed any further.
There are two definite courses that can be taken-

(1) we can decide to tinker about without any

proper equipment and hope to stumble across the
answer, or (2) the whole subject of servicing can be
approached as a serious study which requires

adequate equipment and knowledge to execute it

one experienced service engineer.

TIME AND MATERIALS
the recording of the time and materials used on each
job, plus a brief outline of the nature of the break-

down. All this information is recorded on a card,
i.e. job card. which issued as soon as the item to be
repaired is received into the premises.
It should be noted here that all receivers should
be taken into the workshop and not repaired on the
customer's premises, though there are rare exceptions which will be dealt with later.

Job Card
On the job card is entered the customer's name,
address and 'phone number (if any), date, model
and serial number of the receiver. When completed,
the engineer or apprentice responsible for the work
Signs the card, and so a complete history is to hand

if the receiver should develop further trouble or
break down within the guarantee period for the

Thirty years' experience has taught the writer
that the first course can be dismissed without
further comment and left to the few who will

work carried out.
The recognised guaranteed period for repairs is
three months from the date of return. Strict
adherence to the guarantee period, on both sides,
is essential, although the wise business man will
make exceptions in hairline cases.

can be built up. Here the exception is worth

Final Cost

of such cases, but these are only odd jobs and

The most difficult aspect of service work is the
assessing of final cost. There are no hard and fast
rules which can be applied and it is only from
experience that final prices for repairs can be made.
In some businesses a fixed handling charge is

efficiently.

always be known as dabblers. The second course is
the only way a successful and profitable business

mentioning. It is possible for efficient repairs to be
carried out on the kitchen table, so to speak, by the
serious amateur, and I have encountered a number
cannot be compared with the running of a business
with its attendant overhead charges, etc.
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laid down and charged to each job as received. This
practice is not advocated because it can give rise to
anomalies which only succeed in irritating the

customer, which leads to a reputation for over-

charging, and a good reputation for fair dealing is
the cornerstone to building a successful servicing
business.

Every job cannot be made to pay, but with

experience the average cost can be assessed and the
final total taken over a number of repairs made to
show a reasonable working profit.

Let it be clearly stated that the hope of making
large profits quickly on service work is doomed to

failure, but a steady reasonable income can be made
if the system as described is adhered to.

Practical Example
Reverting to the statement that every job cannot
be made to pay, let us take a practical example of
what is meant. A television receiver, several years
old, is collected from Mr X, the complaint being
that " the picture won't keep still."
First examination shows that it is a model and
make that has never been handled before. Reference

to the manufacturer's data shows that the receiver
has a complicated type of a.g.c. circuitry. Experience

tells us that the fault lies within these circuits and
after preliminary preparation the hunt for the fault
is started.

After a number of weary hours the fault is
located-it proves to be a faulty silver mica

capacitor-and the receiver is finally assembled and
left on test. The job card is completed and although
the replacement component is only valued at sixpence, the number of hours spent on the job, plus
overheads, presents a hefty bill.
Common sense tells us that to charge the customer

Rent and Rates
The proportion of rent, rates, insurance, light,
heat, etc., can be fairly easily arrived at, but often
the proportion of clerical charges to be made is
difficult, especially where the service department is
not large enough to justify a whole time clerical
staff.

Being aware of the problem is half the battle, but

it has been known where this side has been overlooked, with disastrous results.

The opinion has often been expressed that the
sales side of a business should carry the service
side, but this is a fallacy and generally indicates
that the service is in the hands of incompetent

engineers. A proof of this statement lies in the fact
that there are a number of large firms which
specialise in service alone and are ready to work for
traders at a price on which the trader himself can
show a profit. The answer to this is that such firms
only employ highly efficient engineers.

APPRENTICES
Training
The employment of an apprentice has been
referred to earlier, and again this is a point which
some people will say is a mistake. The efficient
engineer welcomes the apprentice, for properly
handled he can be a great asset.
The idea that an apprentice is another name for
messenger boy is still believed by many. Those
days are past, for under the present regulations a
registered apprentice must spend an allotted portion

of his time at a recognised Technical College and
remain there during the term of his apprenticeship.

the amount shown would only give rise to bad

In his final year he sits for recognised examinations
and can obtain Diplomas which will guarantee his
future in the field of electronics for life.

Repeat Fault

Records

feeling and a dissatisfied customer, for it must not
be forgotten that from the customer's point of view
the fault was only slight.

Now let us suppose, and it sometimes does

happen, that within a few days we have yet another
receiver of the same make and model with exactly

the same fault, the service engineer will chuckle

gleefully, and within a very short space of time the
offending fault will be cleared and the receiver put

on test. The corresponding job card will shoW a
minimum amount of time has been spent on effecting a repair and with the application of the example

of the first fault of a similar nature, a fair price
can be arrived at.

If an average is taken of the number of hours

actually worked on both receivers it will be found
that a profit, if somewhat reduced, has been made.
The most important factor is that knowledge has
been gained which can be applied again and again
in the future which will wipe out the deficit
suffered in the first instance.

This example shows the principle on which

service is built up. Compiling the cost per hour for
service, and it is by far the major item in repair
work, is not a simple task and unless great care is
taken, errors can slip in which give a totally
erroneous figure.

The subject of training apprentices is too large
to be fully entered into in this article and will only
be dealt with briefly.
The choosing of an apprentice calls for a great
deal of experience, but in this matter help can be

obtained from the local Youth Employment Centre,

where the complete record of the boy's progress
through school is kept, and also, a most important
factor, his health record.
These reports in themselves are not enough, for

the boy's character and disposition must also be
assessed. A bright youth with a surly disposition
or quick in temper is of little use in the world of
servicing where, eventually, he will be in direct
contact with the public in their homes.

Probationary Period
It is quite impossible to assess all these qualities
in a few brief interviews and the system adopted
was that of a probationary period of three months,
during which time the experienced service engineer

gains a very fair insight into the boy's character

and temperament.
Honesty is obviously a very necessary charac-

teristic, especially in a small business, but apart
from the test of time and trust, no method has
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providing whether

apprentice is or is not honest!

the

particular

It is fairly obvious that the apprentice is a lia-

bility at first, but experience has proved that under
the guidance of a skilled engineer, who himself has

gone throLgh an apprenticeship, in a very short
time-about two months-can become an asset in

any workshop. He can be quite safely employed on

polishing cabinets, locating service data for each

receiver and preparing receivers by cleaning, about
which more later, for the service engineer.
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the level of the work on the bench.
Every workshop should be equipped with a test
bench fully equipped with power points on which
finished receivers can be given a time test whilst

view of the service engineer
A further bench should be supplied which is

still within the
concerned.

reserved for mechanical work and it is surprising
the amount of work of this nature which has to be

done during the repair of television and radio
receivers. A vice, grinder and bench drill, with

It can therefore be stated with confidence that
the well chosen apprentice, although not a direct
source of profit in his early years of training can

an adequate supply of twist drills, are a worth -while
investment and quickly repay for the outlay.

PREMISES

good quality hard-wearing linoleum, plain and light

be an asset in relieving the service engineer of many
irksome and time -wasting jobs.

The subject of

staff

has been given priority

because of its vital importance to the success of a
servicing business; second in importance is the
choice of premises for workshops. Ideally they
should be at ground level in order to obviate the

labour involved in carrying weighty receivers, radiograms, etc., upstairs. However, if the workshops
have to be located above ground level then it
should be seen that the stairway is well lighted and

the steps provided with non -slip fittings on the
treads.
Good window lighting is imperative, with a
northern aspect if possible. Adequate heating is a
must, for no staff can work efficiently if they are
cold. Service work calls for very little movement,
which further increases the effect of cold.

WORKSHOP FURNITURE
Benches
The benches used for service work should be
of the strongest construction with their surfaces
covered with a pliable covering such as rubber or
cork linoleum. The covering should be stuck on
and not nailed as nails not only work up and play

Floors and Walls
For floor covering, again a personal choice is a

in colour-it is amazing how this assists in finding
dropped screws!
For wall colouring, emulsion paint, non -glossy

and one of the pastel shades, preferably green, is
very restful to the eyes and does not produce glare.

It also has the added advantage that it can be
washed down during spring cleaning time. The
ceiling is best white so that all the benefit of the
reflected daylight can be obtained.

Shelving
An adequate amount of shelving should be
provided; it keeps the floor space clear of
oddments. One shelf should be reserved for text
books and the various catalogues which are
required for reference. The storage of instruments,

data sheets and manufacturers' manuals will be

dealt with later.

Tea Break
Every workshop should be provided with a
in one corner where tea can be

small table

brewed, and it, generally falls to the apprentice to

carry out this very necessary task and the wise
employer will supply the ingredients.. They are a
worth -while investment and can be set off against

havoc with polished cabinets but also provide good tax.
discharge points for the high voltages met with in
the modern television receiver!
TRANSPORT
The benches should be the correct height, about
6in. below the elbow when bent, measured on a
Some sort of transport must be provided for the
man of average height, i.e. 5ft 8in. This is collection
and delivery of receivers. A priVate car
important if strain is to be avoided when lifting can be pressed into service and so made to serve
equipment on to them.
a dual purpose, but from a loading and unloading
Each bench should be provided with a tool rack, point of view a lightweight van is much more
two anglepoise lamps and drawers where personal adaptable.
belongings can be kept. At the end of each bench
The van should be lined with some type of
a sheet of asbestos is a useful asset; it can be used protective material in order to save cabinets
for placing soldering irons on or fittings which suffering damage in the event of emergency stops,
have to be pre -heated to solder.
etc.
There should also be a distribution board fitted
Whichever type of vehicle is used it should be
with all the various types of power sockets likely reliable,
for there is no worse time -waster than
to be found within the area covered by the service motor -vehicle that is constantly requiring service.a
business. This fitting is a great time saver.
Cheap second-hand vans or cars are tempting to
the small business man with limited capital but this
Seating
is one item where outlay should not be skimped.
Most service engineers can already drive but it
Seating accommodation for each employee is an
essential. For bench work a personal choice is the is money well spent if the apprentice is trained
organ -type stool which gives freedom of movement when he attains the correct age.
over a fairly wide area. Chairs should be of the
So far only the type of premises and choosing
high office stool pattern so that the sitter is above
-continued on page 560
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ICONUS
takes a look at

THE NATIONAL
FILM ARCHIVE
ABOUT 30 years ago the British Film Institute
established a National Film Archive in which

have been preserved examples of topical,

theatrical, scenic and " interest " films dated from
the very beginning of the cinema in about 1896.
As a matter of fact some of the films in the archive
were made before there were such places of entertainment as cinemas. Films were first viewed by
looking into a peephole machine rather like the
later " What the Butler Saw " slot machines an
seaside piers. The first peephole machines were
invented by the celebrated Thomas A. Edison in
about 1889.

Sound Came First
It was Edison who invented the phonograph on
which

sound recordings

were

made

on

wax

cylinders and reproduced on the same machine.
He wanted to follow up the recorded sound with
an animated picture attachment and he and his

assistants devised a camera which recorded photographically a series of pictures spirally on a glass
disc.

George Eastman (of Kodak) invented an

improved type of celluloid as an alternative to glass
for use as a base for photographic emulsion.

recovering and preserving old film which was
photographed during the long period before
anyone thought of establishing film museums. It
has expanded and continued to collect film prints
of fairly recent vintage in addition to those of 50
years or more ago.

Film Gauges
The Edison film gauge of 35mm continues to be
a world standard, though other gauges with widths.
of 70mm, 17.5mm, 16mm, 9.5mm and 8mm have
all been used for cinema and many other purposes,
amateur and professional. The television stations
here and abroad use both 35mm and/or 16mm film
prints on normal intermittent movement projectors
which shoot the picture into vidicon television
cameras. Alternatively there is the more complicated flying -spot telecine equipment in which the
film travels steadily and continuously through an
optical system (as indeed Edison's original
Kinetoscope did) but in which the picture is
arrested by electronic or optical methods for

transmission on television. So we now find that
newsreels, dramas and " interest " films of 60 years

Edison immediately saw the possibilities of this
new material for motion pictures if made in long

ago have, in fact, become of real interest to television viewers. Edison's original speed of travel
was about 40 frames a second but improvements

called the " Kinetoscope "-which became quite a
nine days' wonder in New York even without the
complications of synchronised sound from the
phonograph, which was developed separately and

modifications to telecine eouipment these films

strips of perforated .film. 35mm wide, which could
be used on his latest peephole machine, which he

independently and was subjected to long-drawn-out
legal patent actions. There are very few examples
of Kinetoscope film still in existence as the highly

inflammable nitrate film base has, in most cases,
shrunk, deteriorated chemically, become brittle or
sticky with age-and in some cases disintegrated
or burst into flame by spontaneous combustion.

Ancient Vintages
Nevertheless film archives in various parts of the
world have recovered a few of the historic pieces
of Edison's first

films and have succeeded in

making duplicate negatives and prints on the more
stable, fireproof, safety film of today. The British
National Film Archive, whose curator is Ernest
Lindgren, has probably been more successful than
any similar organisations in other countries in

(The sketch heading this article is on artist's impression of the new

store for acetate films designed for the National film Archive at
Aston Clinton).

made by Robert Paul in England and Louis
Lumiere in France enabled 16 frames per second
to be photographed and projected. By special

made on non-standard speeds can be reproduced
without the speed distortion which is particularly
noticeable when films photographed at 16 frames
are played off at 25 frames per second. which is
the standard speed on telecine in this country, or
24 frames in the USA.

"Interest" Films
The " interest " films of the early years of this

century are now called " documentaries ", a name

invented by John Grierson, well known for his
regular series on This Wonderful World on
The so-called " interest "
Scottish Television.
films have progressed a long and interesting way
since the days of Edison and the earlier documentaries which showed clothes, transport and something of the way of living of those days. The films
Lumiere photographed in Paris in 1896 of hi;

workers leaving the factory, catching trains or

embarking on river trips are as fascinating in their
way as the pomp and circumstance of the Royal
pfocessions filmed by Cecil M. Hepworth or the
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Examination of old nitrate film prints. On the right are electric ovens for the artificial ageing test. On the left
can be seen the Editolo viewer.

Bronco

Billy

cowboy

films

from

the

USA.

Examples of films of the Boer War, the winners of

e.ach year's Derby or Grand National, the early
epics of D. W. Griffith, Charles Chaplin, Sarah
Bernhardt, Duse, Rudolph Valentino

and

the

Keystone Cops can all be found in the National
Film

Archive,

painstakingly

restored,

treated,

duplicated or stored in the National Film Archive's
well -designed vaults at Aston Clinton, Buckinghamshire.

Nitrate Film

There are

still a

good many cans of film

containing nitrate film stored away in enthusiasts'
homes, in cellars, potting sheds and lofts, and

forgotten in the passing of time over the years.
Although cellulose nitrate film base has not been

made by any manufacturer for over ten years many
a film company's vaults, specially built for storing
inflammable film, still retain a few cans of it,
standing side by side with the more modern safety
film. Nitrate film has always been a fire risk but
it becomes more dangerous as it ages. In all cases

the nitrate film should be put in a safe place,
a safe place such as the

destroyed or sent to
National

Film Archive.
Who knows? The
interest value of the film may justify the preserva-

tion or duplication of the film subject on to safety
film, held for examination and possibly for extracts

to be shown at the National Film Theatre or on

one of those historic film programmes on television.

Film Preservation
During the last 25 years the National Film
Archive have developed preservation techniques
which have improved year by year. By thermostatically controlled electric heating in the vaults
the films are kept at a constant temperature around
50 to 60 deg. Fahrenheit all the year round, though
the lower temperature would be ideal providing air
conditioning was available. This is followed up by
a systematic artificial ageing test on the old original
nitrate film prints to determine when the prints are

due for duplicating on to safety film which, apart
from being completely non -inflammable, is less

subject to shrinkage and consequent variation in the
pitch of perforations. This is an expensive process
and decisions have to be made upon each film as to
whether the subject matter justifies the cost.

Deterioration of colour film prints over the years
presents a particularly difficult problem.
Film vaults are being extended at the National
Film Archive at Aston Clinton to provide for large
storage units holding many thousands of feet of
film and these will be air conditioned. Safety film
copies will be enclosed in sealed plastic bags to
retain the plasticiser, a method which is only
practicable where humidity as well as temperature
are controlled very rigidly. The National Film
Archive

technicians have lately made further
improvements in the copying of early films which
are on non-standard gauges, are badly shrunk or
have different shaped perforations.

Scrapbooks for ITV
The National Film Archive is not a film library
which makes a business of providing snippets of
early film in competition with a number
commercially operated film libraries. It is

of
a

specialised museum of filmed historic events and
examples of the art of film making over the years,
and copies of these films can be printed and made
available to organisations in both film and television

Checking thermograph and hygrogroph in the vaults.

industries who are compiling special programmes
on subjects of historic importance. A charge is, of
-continued on page 549
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By H. Peters
REGENTONE TEN

THIS month we deal with the 110° tubes of the

three main brand names: RGD, Regentone
and KB, which comprise the STC Group.

Included also are a number of Argosy models and
a Defiant receiver which incorporate similar chassis
types.

The final merger between the Harris Group
(Regentone, RGD, Argosy) and the KB Group is
comparatively recent, thus a common chassis to all
models is only to be found in the current range of
receivers, where the influence of previous KB
design is very noticeable.

To find the instructions for changing the tube in
your own set look it up in the index table and read
the text associated with

the model

given

in

Where an asterisk * is shown against
this model it denotes that it is a near equivalent
and that minor differences, usually of cabinet
details, will be found. These should not prevent
the tube being changed without difficulty by
following fairly closely to the text.
column 3.

17

Series

Chassis Removal

Unplug and remove back. Remove channel
selector, fine tuner, contrast and volume knobs.
On models with side tuner or press buttons the

contrast and volume knobs pull off, revealing two
insulated spindles. Care must be taken with these
models not to tilt the chassis forwards or these two
spindles will snap off.
Remove the base fixing screws. These will
either be a pair beneath the cabinet indicated by
arrows printed on the base cover or else securing
side brackets at the rear of the chassis.
Unplug loudspeaker and withdraw chassis.
The plastic front surround may then be detached
by removing the two screws into the chassis at the
bottom and two screws into the frame at the top.
C.R.T. Removal

Discharge the e.h.t. lead more than once and
disconnect e.h.t. and tube base
Mark and unsolder
scancoil leads, remove scancoils.
Measure distance from front edge

connections.

of tube strap to a straight edge

held perpendicularly to c.r. tube

MOP

screws and withdraw tube care-

Printed board

Tuner

face. Remove tube strap clamping

ur!t

fully forward.

Clean

all

parts

before replacing in reverse order.
On models with a " shorted
turn " linearity sleeve this should

be adjusted for optimum width

and linearity with the width
control in mid -position.
Picture centring
ring

Elliptical

speaker

REGENTONE 17-18
Chassis Removal

Aerial
coaxial
socket

Chassis fixing screws

Place the receiver face downwards on a protected surface.
Ballast resistor

Fig. 1: Sketch showing cabinet layout of the Regentone 195.

Withdraw two screws from
the back cover and one from
the rear edge of the base
cover and remove covers. Two
are
fixed
runners
wooden
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the bottom of the chassis;
the rear end of each. Remove
to

Twin panel CRT

remove one Phillips screw from

fixing lugs.

the screw which fastens the c.r.t.

frame to the angle -plate in the
centre of the cabinet top. Lift

off the cabinet shell.

The front cover is held at the
bottom by two screws in the
chassis and at the top by two
screws in the frame; take out

these screws to remove the cover.
C.R.T. Removal

As for Regentone Ten 17.

REGENTONE 192
Chassis Remova

Place the receiver face down
on a protective surface, taking
care to support the weight, by
the cabinet, not the implosion
guard. Remove the back cover

Chassis fixing bolts
Fig. 2: Back view of the K -B Model WV20, showing location of major
components.

Picture

posftioner

"Pincushion"

corrector magnet

(four screws). Pull off the volume

and contrast control knobs and
release the tuner unit and control panel from the
cabinet by undoing two wing nuts. Disconnect
the loudspeaker, leads. Remove the four chassis
securing nuts

and withdraw

tuner unit.

the

chassis

and

C.R.T. Removal

As for Regentone Ten 17.
REGENTONE 195 Series
Chassis Removal

Remove back (four screws at back, two at
bottom). Remove 4 x 2BA slotted nuts holding
chassis to cabinet. Pull top of chassis towards .you
and remove chassis. If necessary remove tuner

unit by pulling

off

knobs and removing nuts

holding the mounting plates to the cabinet.
C.R.T. Removal

Discharge e.h.t. and remove anode and base
connectors. Slacken the scancoil clamp and the

tube retaining strap. Carefully remove c.r.t. from
chassis, sliding the scancoil assembly back along
the neck as you do so (assistance may be needed
here). Clean all parts, refit in reverse order,
making sure that the maker's label does not

insulate the earthing spring. With width control
in mid position adjust the line linearity sleeve inside

the scancoils for optimum width and linearity.
KB WV20 Series
Chassis Removal

Tube clamping bandFig. 3-Sketch showing the layout and chassis assembly
of the Regentone Ten 17.

Remove cabinet back, discharge and remove
e.h.t. lead, unplug scancoil leads, remove c.r.t. base
connector and

disconnect loudspeaker.

Where

fitted unplug u.h.f. tuner from v.h.f. tuner, remove
v.h.f. channel selector, fine tuner, brightness and
volume control knobs. remove three fixing nuts and
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87 Experts guide you to advancement
and higher rewards
YOUR FUTURE, if it is in electrical engineering,
depends on your ability and the services you can
render. The more experienced you are the better
your prospects, the better your income ... it's as simple
as that! This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive
and authoritative publication is invaluable to you if you
mean to progress. Produced with the full technical
resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vast
field of modern electrical engineering.
INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS

Commercial Buildings, Small Houses and Flats, Hospitals,
Electric Appliances.
Theatres. Cinemas.
Schools,
Alarm Systems.
INSTRUMENTS, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT

Motors, Control Gear, Transformers,
Rectifiers, Electronic Control in Industry, Measuring and Recording Instruments and Electricity
Supply Meters.
Electric

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR

Welding Plant, Electric Traction, Cranes, Lifts,
X -Ray Equipment, Testing Domestic Equipment,
Batteries.
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION

Power Stations, Power Cables, Public Supply,
Underground Distribution Systems, Town and
Rural Supplies, Cable -laying and Faults.

Over 2,000 Instructive Action Photographs, Diagrams, Working Drawings,
Circuits. Many Concise Data Tables.
SEND TO-DAY-FREE EXAMINATION will
enable you to check

it

for

your

day-to-day

problems-it will surprise you!

Use it Free

IF KEPT SAME PRICE CASH OR TERMS-NOTHING EXTRA IF YOU PAY MONTHLY

r

for 7 days

Please send Newnes PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING without

will return it or post only 16 -

Cash in 8 days £16. 16s.

ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE!

If under 21 your father must fill up coupon.
If married woman your husband must NI it up.
Full Varna_

lAir., Airs., Af

(RE.-ECK LETTERS)

tive and Working Drawings, Electrical Circuits, and Data
on test procedure, etc.
o

I

deposit, then 16/- monthly for 20 months, paying £16. 16s. in all.

This is what you receive without cost or obligation 4 Volumes strongly bound in Grey Moroquette, 91 in.
2.352 Pages of instructive information on
x 61 in.
latest practice. Over 2.000 Photos, Diagrams. Perspeco

I o: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15-17 Long Acre. London, M .C.2

obligation to buy. In 8 days

Address

o

Data Sheets in colour and 12 Quick -reference
Blueprint Charts complete in Strong Chart Case.

24

Lek C where applicable
The address on lett is-

O

Nuclear Power Stations Booklet

Contains

fascinating

cut -away sections in full colour with explanatory text.
o

o

Rented unfornIseeo

o

Parents' Home

Signature

Free! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value 1016) Nearly
.100 pages with 258 illustrations, diagrams, tables.
o

o

m), Property

Occupation

o

Plus 2 Tears' Free Postal Technical Advisory Service

(Mr.. Mrs..

L

Furnished1MM

(PEE)72/840

Temporary Adilreii
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FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE
After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised

qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE

17in. tubes.

post 2/-. 81n. round, 6/-, post 2/-.

Valves Removed from T.V. sets. Tested
on a Mullard Valve Tester and are 100%
as new.
Three months' unconditional

guarantee. POST FREE.
ECL80
2/- 20D1
3/ECC82
3/- 20L1
5/EY51
28P3
2/6
5/EBF80 4/6
20P4
8/6
EB91
9d.
28P1
5/.
EF9I
9d.
U801
8/6
BFI
1/- U281
5/6F14
U232
5/5/-

Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

6F15

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

6LD20
10C2
10F1
10P13
101,14

ISO 000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

Guaranteed Set Tested

DL92. DL94. SET OF 4. 14/,
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96, SET OF 4, 22!-.
0A2
3/9
el- PC1.33
7/9
PCL84

7/PL315
7/9
PL81
6/6
PL82
5/PL83
5/PL84
5/PY32
8/6
PY33
8/6
PY80
4/9
PY81
5/PY82
4/11
PY83
5/6
U25
8/7/9
U191
8/3
U801
15/UABC130 5/UAF42
8/9
UBC41
UBF80
5/6
7/11

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel

Insured against Damage In Transit 63. extra.
Anv C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
LONDON, N.I6

4/-

for test purposes 4/- per doz.

Perfect picture otherwise. Fully guaranteed
39/-. Carriage and ins. B.R.S., 7/6.
TV Tubes. Completely Rebuilt and Refaced.
12 months' guarantee. Sizes up to 171n.
Special trade price of 75/.. Carr. and ins.

HAVE

YOU

EVER

SEEN

T.V.

TROUBLES?

That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles In

IS

minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST!

A simple cross-index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble. handy check
charts then help you accurately locate
the EXACT trouble spot! You will eliminate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new Coyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble in minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the

340 cross-index pages. Included are 50 tithe
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams

and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.

YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB -NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin -Point Book was designed especially for on-the-job trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
the circuit description and check -charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.

COMPLICATED THEORY OR

NO

MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help you make
faster T.V. repairs.

EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"
Here is a way to reduce "thinking time,"
All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated in black and white -you use
your skill to take it from there!
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating T.V. faults could be saved by

quick reference to this lightning fast T.V.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep it
(as we are sure you will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.
The price? Only 39/6 plus postage.

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

17/6.

Personal Ear Phone, 2/11. Post Free.

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
than its cost within two weeks or your
This book must be able to earn you more
money refunded!

NORTHERN TUBE CHANGE

Free 88 page oscllloscope book will be included II you send cash with order.

It & M TUBES (NORTHERN)

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3
Tel.: LEEDS 24576

FREE TRIAL OFFER!

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

12"-14"

70?

£4. 5.0

15"-17"

70°

£4.15.0

21"

70°

£6.15.0

17"

110°

£6.10.0

19"

110°

£7. 0.0

21"

110°

£8.10.0

61-

8/8
6/9
UCH81
5/9
UCL82
7/3
UCL83
7/9
UF41
6/3
UF89
5/9
UL41
6/8
5/9
UL84
URIC
5/UY21
7/3
UY41
3/11
UY85
4/9

83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

51-

En0 1/6. or 10/- per doz. Grade II EF80

(Seconds) small pin head mark on glass.

24 -HOUR SERVICE

UCF80
UCH42

PL82
PL83
PL33

New Regunned Slim Line 90' Tubes.

1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 354, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91,

UCC84
UCC85

5/1/5/5/-

5/5/5/5/-

POST FREE.
1/6. doz. 12/-. 6K8 2/8, doz. 22/-.
6V6 2/6, doz. 22/-. 807 U.S.A. 6/-. PP3/250
(PX4) 5/-. AC2PEN (PENA4) 2/6. 5U4 3/-.
6V6GT 4/6. EF91 1/9. ELM 1/9. 6E8 2/-.
544 5/6. 5Y3 4/6. 6X5 4/6. EF50
6/- doz.
ARP12 1/6. 6 for 5/6. box of 50 19/-. KT66 8/-.
ARTP2 2/.. ARTS 2/-. APP37 2/-. ABS 2/-.
IT4 2/-. 954 new boxed 1/3.

NEW VALVES!

5/9
5/9
7/3
5/3
5/9
6/3
5/9
3/9
4/6
5/9
4/3
7/4/6
5/8
5/5/3/9
3/3
5/3
8/8
6/9
6/6/3

0329
ET36
PL81

PCC84
536
N37
6U4
6P25
61T25
6P23
P280

8/5/4/5/4/6
4/6
4/5/5/3/6
5/3/5/-

6K7

LONDON, E.C.I

ECF80
ECF82
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80
ECL82
EF41
BF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EL41
EL84
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ80
EZ81
PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCL82

5/5/-

PL38
PY80
PY81
PY82
PCF80

New Valves Ex Units.

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN

FCCR5

CRM 171-172, MW 43-64-69,

P.M. Speakers. Guaranteed ex T.V. sets
round. 6 x 41n. Rola and Plessey, Philips
51n. round, all at 3/- each. Post 2/-, 6 for
20/.. post paid. Goodmans 7 x 41n., 5/-,

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

4/3
DL94
5/DL96
5/6
EB91
1/11
EBC41
6/3
EBF80 5/6
ECC40
6/9
ECC81
3/ECC82
4/ECCI33
4/6
ECC84
5/6

BUSH TV53 14in. T.V. Sets, tested perfect:
with details for 625 picture conversions. £8,
carriage 10/-. B.R.S. By rail 15/-.
T.V. Sets 14tH. Tested good Tubes 50/-,
carriage 10/-. Only want cleaning.
Well
packed but only sent at owner's risk.
171n. Pye "Continental" Model tested.
good tube, a. Carriage 10/..
13 Channel T.V. Sets. 141n, untested 30/-.
Carr. 10/-. 171n. sets untested, 50/-. Carr.
10/-. Well packed, sent at owner's risk.

30/-. Carriage 7/6.

remarkable Guarantee of

DLL
DL92

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2886

141n. CRM 141-2, MW 36/24-44. AW 36/21;
also 121n. Mullard, 17/-. Carriage 7/6.

together with particulars of our

4/9
4/3
3/3
2/3
384
4/3
3V4
5/5Y3GT
5/5Z4G
6/9
6E7G
1/3
6K8G
3/9
6Q7G
4/3
6U7G
6/6
6V60
3/6
6X5GT
5/12K7GT 3/3
12K8GT 8/6
12Q7GT 3/3
2516D
4/9
30PL1
7/9
351,6GT 6/35Z4GT 4/6
85A2
5/9
CL33
8/6
DAC32
7/9
DAF91
3/3
DAF96 5/6
DF33
7/8
DF91
2/3
DF96
5/6
DH77
3/6
DK32
7/6
DK91
4/3
DK92
6/9
DK96
6/D1.33
6/9

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL, KNOWLER HILL

Reclaimed tubes, Six months' guarantee.

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio'T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,

1D5
1R5
155
1T4
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TERMS ONLY 5/- PER WEEK!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX6.
West End, Southampton, Hants.
Please Pend

Carriage & Insurance 10/- extra.

'TN. Troubles" for a lull seven

days' free trial. If not delighted I may return the
mensal, post paid without further obligation OD
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash of 5/. weekly
until paid.
E Tick here if enclosing full price of 41/- (which
includes 1/6 postage).

You get free Oscilloscope

Book. Same 7 -day money back guarantee. Overseas
customers please seat full amount (including
Ireland).
Name

Address

Quantity and Trade Discounts
are available.
City

Comly
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withdraw v.h.f. tuner. Remove two chassis fixing
screws and withdraw chassis.

TABLE OF TYPES
S.T.C. Group

C.R.T.

reverse order.

REGENTONE
Model

Ten 6
Ten 6 FM
Ten 17
Ten 17 FM
Ten 21

Ten 21 FM
R.3
17 18
191

192
193
194
195
196
197
198

Bosic Type

C.R.T.

Specification

Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17

AW43'88
AW43 88
AW43 88
AW43 88
AW53 88

IT P.
17" P. v.h.f.

IT T.
ir T. v.h.f.

21" T.
21" T. v.h.f.
7- T.

AW53188

AW43/88
AW43 88
AW47!90
AW47/90

r PfB
9- T.
9" P/B
9" T.

9"T.

17 18
192
192

192.
192*

AW47 r9 I A
AW47i 9 1 A

9- T.
9" T.

195
195

622
623
624
625
626
627
628
710

9- T.
9" T.

62IC

711

723
726

7' P/B
9" T.

9"T.

9"C ate

r T.
9" T.

17KI0
17101

yr T.

171(11 FM
17K12
17K14

ir T.

171I0 FM

92

AW47 9IA
AW47 9IA

95
95

7-18
92
92
92

92
92
WV20
WV20
WV20
Ten 17
Ten 17

191(17

IT T. v.h.f.
IT P B
19" T.

Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
Ten 17
17-18

Ten 17.
192

DEFIANT
9A4I

19' T.

I

AW47 90

I

195

SV20

VVIO
VV20
VV30
VV70
VV80
WV05
WV20

WV60
WV70

19- T.
19" T.
19" T.
19" T.
19" T.
19" T.
19" T.

23" T.
23" T.

sure that the four fixing screws are in their original
positions relative to their slots.
Port 7 next month

NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE

-continued from page 544

course, made for this service. Films shot in the
first World War have often appeared in television
programmes and those of the second World War
can be seen in The Finest Hours, which is now
released in cinemas and is virtually Sir Winston
Churchill's own story as told in his memoirs in a
The earliest film dramas and
film version.

comedies no longer interest the cinemas but
excerpts are often required for television programmes. It would be mutually advantageous if

television companies persuaded viewers who have
very old films knocking around their homes to send
them to the National Film Archive for preserva-

types of subject before sending the films along as
CI9AH
GOAN
CI9AH
CI9AH

A47/ I 3W

A47 13W
A47' I3W

A59 I3W

19" T.

A59' I 3W
A47/13W
A47 '13W

23' T.

A59113W

19'T.

strap and gasket with flange of gasket to the rear.
The centre of the tube should project lain. from
the front edge of the tube strap. The whole
assembly is now returned to the chassis, making

tion-but they should give details of titles and
KB

TV15
TV20
TV30

of bridge and two more from underneath chassis.

17-18

WV20

AW43 88
AW43 88
AW43 88
AW43 38
AW43 88
AW43 88
AW47,90

17' P. v.h.f.

C.R.T. Removal

AW47 90
AW43 88
AW47.90
AW47 90
AW47 90

ARGOSY
17" P.

clips at rear of chassis and one screw in the middle
of the top chassis bridge. Withdraw chassis.

Withdraw tube complete with tube strap and
gasket.
When replacing, tube should project lain. from

AW53 88
AW53190

21" T.
23" T.

Remove back. Remove channel selector, fine
tuner, brightness and volume control knobs (on
TV20/30 models ensure that no piano keys are
depressed). Unplug speaker leads from sound
output transformer. Remove two chassis fixing

Discharge e.h.t. and remove e.h.t. and base
connectors. Remove width control sleeve and
scancoils. Mark and remove two screws from top

RGD
9" T.

KB TVIS Series
Chassis Removal

WV20
WV20
WV20

298

519
612
619
620

Removal

Unclamp and remove scancoils. Lay cabinet
face down on protected surface. Remove four
corner plates securing bonded faceplate plugs to
cabinet and withdraw c.r. tube. Reassemble in

TVIS
TVIS
TVIS
TV 15.
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20
WV20

Key to model identification: C.,. -.Console. C/ette-,
Consolette, P.= Portable. I'll= Pushbutton, T.= Table

Model, v.h.f. ---- Band II f.m. radio, *=near equivalent.

some items may already have been salvaged.
However, they should also bear in mind the

dangers of keeping the old nitrate film around the
house. A film fire is a dreadful affair and if a reel
ignites in an enclosed space can spread to other
films in the same room or vault and might even

If the old films have historic
value then the proper thing to do is to put them
in the care of experts, who will store them under
controlled conditions and in many cases have
cause explosions.

safety film

copies

made.

This is where the
Some of

National Film Archive comes into it.
these films will,

no doubt, be

seen

again by

television viewers in the historical and biographical
programmes on BBC -1, BBC -2, ITV and-who

knows?-Pay-TV as well.
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole
Soft and Woolly Pictures

on reasonably good sets which
have been modified with the
On many of the 625 -line sets Mothersole circuitry.
I have seen, this results in a
picture less sharp and clear than
the

405 -line transmissions of
BBC -1 or ITV. Fortunately, a

Sound in Front

new technique has been developed

Domestic TV sets with small
for re-inserting the d.c. compo- loudspeakers at one side of the
nent in the circuitry of domestic set have always been at a dis-

BY ICONOS

receivers by producing a separate advantage, as I have often
brightness signal from the video mentioned in this column, but
output, and applying it as a there is at last a trend towards

correction signal to the control
THE campaign launched by the grid of the picture tube.
BBC, the TV receiver manuAs stated by Mr. P. L. Mother facturers and the radio retailers sole of Mullard Laboratories, this
to persuade viewers to buy new technique considerably improves
405/625 -line sets, or to have the tonal values of low key scenes
recent sets fully converted, has and simplifies the adjustment of
not achieved much success-yet. the receiver brightness and

Would think that there is a market
for receivers with absolutely firstclass sound as well as vision, with
separate sound inputs so that

number of newspapers have
blamed the viewers' apathy upon

class often reproduce a fair pro-

The TV correspondents of a contrast controls.

the types of programme broad-

being " convertible " at a small years.
be

subject

to

extra

charges

loud

speakers

situated below the TV screen. I

record players or tape machines
could be plugged in.

Television receivers in the top -

portion of bass notes, and are able
United We Stand!

cast, while others have referred to
the high costs of the final converIt is interesting to note that
sion and aerial fittings and complaints to members of the
fixtures to get the extra pro- British Radio Equipment Manugramme on their screens. In some facturers' Association about the
cases, TV receivers which were effects of a.g.c. on picture quality
purchased a year or so ago as produced no results over several

extra charge, have been found to

front -facing

Then, suddenly, the British
Society of Cinematographers, an

amounting to more than £30.
association of professional film
I haven't seen many newspaper cameramen, deplored the reprocomments about the quality of duction of low key and " mood "

the pictures on these converted scenes which had been photosets, which, though they have graphed by its members, and this

to reveal the reduction in the

amount of bass which has been
cut-off in recording in the film
studios,

particularly

those

of

fairly old vintage as sent out by
the BBC on Sunday nights.
This bass cut is necessitated by
the high sound level reproduced
in cinemas, and applies mainly to
dialogue recording. There is
much more bass sound content in
" on air " or video tape recorded
programme material, but the
differences are more noticeable
on top quality TV receivers.
When will stereophonic sound
be applied to television? Well, I
should say, never. It has been

more lines and the potentiality of complaint led to a combined effort
greater definition, fall short of made by the British Kinematowhat can be achieved. Certainly graph Society, supported by BBC, introduced on some " steam
the quality of the pictures is far ITA, ITV engineers, the Society radio" stations in the U.S.A.,
below that seen on the monitors of Film and Television Arts, and Canada, Germany and Holland,
at the BBC, even when the the
Radio
and
Television apart from experimental transBBC -2 aerial is in a reasonably Retailers Association.
missions from the BBC Wrotham
good position.
Something had to be done station. A decision on a world
The sets do, in fact, reveal without necessarily resorting to standard has yet to be made, on
many of the faults noticeable on the d.c. restoration methods of the FM -Multiplex. system to be
ordinary 405 -line receivers of early types of domestic TV adopted, so that the two sides of
recent vintage, the main one receivers. Something has been stereophonic sound can be intebeing the application of automatic done, but it will not be available grated into one signal.
gain control with consequent grey in receivers in the radio shops for
This decision will not be made
tones on dark, low key scenes.
some months yet. Results are fine for another three or four years for
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sound radio, and goodness knows
how many years before it is added

have fitted into the BBC's The provide plenty of activity, move-

ment and excitement, whether at
the races, on show jumping or in

Good Old Days very well.

to television, plus colour tele-

vision. By that time, it will be
almost as expensive as buying a

cowboy films.

The BBC's outside broadcast
of the competitions at the Royal
Banjos are not seen or heard Highland Show near Edinburgh
very often on TV, but were all was one of the best examples of
the rage in the days before sound television techniques, with no
radio commenced. Some of the over -emphasis on zooming and
Montreux Festival 1964
musical gimmicks of yesteryear restless cutting from camera setcopper come over very well by way of a up to set-ulp, which is sometimes
and
silver
Gold,
" Roses " have been duly awarded change, and call to mind the hard on the eyes. The superimpoat this year's Montreux Television ukelele, banjolele, jews harp, sition of the names of riders and
Dated Instruments

house.

Festival, and prints of the winning swanee whistle, one -string phonoentries have been booked and fiddle, concertina, musical glasses,
shown on BBC or ITV pro- clavioline and kazoo.
grammes.
In this day and age, the electric
I must say that I was surprised guitar has superseded the accorat the " Copper " award being dion as an instrumental best
made to the American CBS seller amongst
the younger
comedy feature The 7ackie generation who have an urge to
Gleason Show, which, though it express themselves musically.
was mildly amusing to most
Vocally, traditional techniques
British viewers, was obviously of operatic voice production are
uproariously funny to the live at a discount when the microaudience which participated in phone can reinforce sotto voce
the transmission and whose roars into gargantuan virtuosity, with

of laughter were precipitated at
the

least

provocation.

Jackie

Gleason is a good comedian who
is at his best in miming sketches,

all

the tricks of artificial rever-

dated, but maybe the American
sense of humour is not quite the
same as British-or perhaps the

A

more

lively

festival

which. gave viewers every possible

angle and opinion on fox hunting
as carried out by the Quorn hunt.
Excellent camera work and editing
with rapidly moving shots taken
from cars, and, one presumes, by
a

cameraman,

horse -riding

followed the hounds in full cry.

There was plenty of excitement
and activity from the spectators,
too, some of them (including the

I might even agree with some of
these odd remarks, were it not a

have a number of chickens in a run in my garden
which are regularly maimed or
killed by foxes. This film was a
fact that I

splendidly

photographed

by

Peter Hall, and expertly edited

by Peter Moseley.
Rudyard Kipling

at

a
dead -pan face that
covered a wide range of
reminded one of Buster Keaton, Venice
commercials, and
and also reminded me of some of TV and cinema
large number of after -show
the music hall performers in the aparties
and entertainments. TeleBBC's The Good Old Days, vision commercials
not easy
which was another entry at to make or, for thatare
to
Montreux. This show, video watch unless they have matter,
originality.
recorded at the City Varieties
The hard -sell zooming up to
Music Hall at Leeds is inclined to

with

Horses appeared, too, in the

edition of Eye on the World,

second viewing of a feature from
Tonight, directed by Jack Gold,

Berlin Festiva.

These TV and Film Festivals
sound mixer turned up his seem to multiply year by year.
microphone
too The Berlin Festival covered TV
" audience "
documentary features and, with
eagerly.
One of the best supporting acts little variety of appeal, added up
to a lengthy endurance test with
in this show was a lively banjo critics
dropping off to sleep.
act by Gene Sheldon, a comedian

first-rate.

beration, vibrato, flutter -echo and
other gimmicks available at the commentator) against fox hunting.

touch of a switch. Some of the
such as the one where he plays effects, I admit, are effective.
the part of a magnificently Others are rather hard on the
uniformed trainer of a troupe of ears!
performing fleas in
The dialogue in the double acts
was inclined to be stilted and

horses was stylishly done, and the
commentary by Dorian Williams

I would not be at all surprised
if

the

BBC's

presentation

of

Rudyard Kipling's short stories
leads to new editions being printed and appearing on the bookstalls. The plots are short magazine stories that really are short,
and the producer decided to join
two stories toeether under one

"pack shots" are out of popularity title, The Bank Fraud for the
for the moment. So are the loud, first episode. With excellent
strident sales talk voices which casting of Joss Ackland in the
sound like side-show barkers.
part of a kindly and relaxed newsShow.
paper editor, who is fooled by
The music hall chairman,
Alfred Burke as an Indian hootch
played by Leonard Sachs, is a
dealer from one of the stories, and
splendid link -man between the Equestrian Appeal
becomes involved himself in
Edwardian the
and
acts,
It has been said that horses are helping Ralph Michael (bank
costumed audience are excellent
foils. Jugglers, broad comics, as important as stars in the con- manag..-..r) to fool his directors in
sopranos and odd musical instru- tribution they make to the a little soft-hearted deception, the
ments add to the variety that is success of television, and techni- two stories tie up very smoothly

vary in quality week by week, but
its best examples were, I thought,
far ahead of The Mackie Gleason

the spice of life. Gene Sheldon color. On colour film, they look in the TV adaptation by John
and his marvellous banjo would marvellous. On television, they Maynard.

SINCE the early days of radio and television it
has been the aim of engineers to minimise the
effects

of

interference.

Although complete

suppression at the source is virtually impossible,
the level of the radiated interfering signal can,
nevertheless, be substantially reduced at this end

by special treatment, and with the great rise in the
use of electrical machinery-both commercial and

household-the Post Office has made it law that
such items of equipment, including car ignition
systems, be reasonably suppressed at both radio

and television frequencies. At the receiving end of

the chain such interference cannot be properly
suppressed, for once it is picked up by the set it
" looks " to that as a radio signal-which, of course,
is what it is-and a method which may be successful in deleting the unwanted signal may have an
adverse effect on the wanted signal.

There are so many electrical devices now in
everyday use that can cause serious interference,

that the Post Office maintains a special department
to deal with complaints of radio and television interference from licence holders. This department, in
fact, has been operating for many years and Lt has
done much useful work not only in the day-to-day
suppression of interference and in its location, but
also in terms of designs for suppression equipment
and in advice offered to users of electrical
equipment which is causing interference.

Responsibilities
It should be made perfectly clear at the outset,

however, that it is fundamentally the responsibility
of the user of electrical equipment to ensure that it
is working in such a way as not to cause interference to radio and television. Reciprocally, it is the
responsibility of listeners and viewers to ensure that
their receivers and aerials are installed efficiently so
that they fail to respond to residual interference
which is present almost everywhere these days.
A television or radio receiver which is in a poor

condition and/or working with an inferior aerial
and earth system will almost certainly display or
produce the effects of the prevailing interference.
In such cases there is no point in trying to locate
the interfering source or sources, for as soon as
particular attention is given to one source another
source will as quickly appear. This is because an

installation of this kind

interfering signals.

is

highly acceptable to

Thus, before complaining about interference the
viewer or listener should take special pains to make
sure that his set, aerial and earth are beyond

reproach. The type of aerial system required will
depend to a large degree on the local strength of
the radio or television signal. A strong wanted
signal will not need such an elaborate aerial as a
weak wanted signal, but even a strong wanted signal in an area where the interfering signal level is
high may need a special aerial to provide the maximum discrimination against the interference.

Signal/Interference Ratio
The whole exercise in the suppression of interference is to maintain the greatest possible ratio
between the levels of the wanted signal and the
interfering signal. This ratio is kept high (a) by
reducing the level of the interference radiation at
the source and (b) by increasing the level of the
wanted signal-relative to the interfering signalat the receiver.

Only in those cases of good installation and set

where troublesome interference

is

experienced

should the Post Office be called in. Here the
trouble is mostly caused by nearby electrical

equipment producing an interfering signal of
greater level than permissible (due to lack of

suppression of a fault condition), by a weak aerial
signal (due to the use of an adequate aerial system
for the area) or by a combination of both.
The Post Office engineers tarry equipment which
is capable of detecting and locating the interfering
equipment, and once the source is located steps are
taken by them to recommend methods of suppression. It is then the responsibility of the owner of

the equipment to have necessary repairs and/or
suppression carried out before putting 'the equip-

ment back into use. In certain cases, the Post Office
engineers may themselves undertake the suppres-

sion of the equipment, but this should not be

considered as a part of their work. '
In fringe areas where the received signal is rela-

tively weak compared with the prevailing inter-

ference, it may be impossible completely to delete
all traces of interference. Such conditions may exist
for example, in small, isolated pockets of population

BY GORDON J. KING
where local screening severely attenuates the signals

from one or both stations. Here, then, interference
from, say, overhead electricity cables or domestic
electrical appliances may well outweigh the required

signal level actually conveyed to the set from the
aerial. About the only solution to this sort of interference problem is to set the aerial up on a hill
above the screening and interference. In that way
the wanted signal at the aerial can be kept high
compared with the level of the interfering signal
and the effects are neither seen nor heard. For the
interference to be pushed well into the background,
the wanted signal must be at least 100 times
stronger than the interfering signal. That is 100-1
(or 40dB) signal/interference ratio.

Such an exercise often means that the coaxial
lead from the hill -mounted aerial to the set needs
to be extra long, and since a long cable can con -

siderably reduce the strength of the signal by the
time it arrives at the set end, some form of signal

amplification is

often desirable.

This may be

necessary on both BBC and ITA channels, or on
just the ITA channel, as the signal is attenuated
more rapidly at Band III frequencies than Band I
frequencies.

Near to Aerial
The best idea is to locate the amplifier as near
as possible to the aerial because this ensures that
the noise generated by the set and the amplifier is
kept low compared with the signal itself. Note that
noise in this respect does not refer to interference
as we have considered it above. Noise is a signal
-continued overleaf

Weak

interference ---zone

--

Strohg
signal

First/

zone

dual band

amplifier

Heavy interference zone

I

Weak signal
zone

Coaxial
cable

Overhead
cables

Second

dual band
amplifier

Splitter

Fig. I-Example of a hill-moun ed aerial to improve the signal,' interference ratio.

By

the use of amplifiers and a

splitter a number of viewers may be fed from the one aerial, thereby reducing costs. The masthead amplifier could
be powered from a small unit at the set end of the coaxial cable, using the cable to feed power to the amplifier
as well as to feed signal to the sets.
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produced by the Set and/or amplifier resulting from
its normal function of amplification.

As it may be difficult to power an amplifier
remotely sited near the aerial, it is possible to use
the coaxial downlead to feed power up to an aerial
amplifier without detracting from its primary job of
carrying the signal to the set. Coaxial -powered
aerial amplifiers are readily available commercially
-(valve and transistor models), both single and dual

band models.

An extra amplifier at the receiving end of the

downlead could allow the one aerial to feed a number or group of viewers, by feeding a splitter with
the required number of outlets, as shown in Fig. 1.

Such splitters are available commercially or can
easily be constructed.

Fig. 3-Showing spikes of impulsive interference

Increase Ratio

superimposed upon a signal waveform.

Thus, we have seen that to win the battle against
interference we must enlarge the ratio between the
wanted signal and the interfering signal either by
improving the aerial system or by suppressing the
interfering signal at source (or both). This

philosophy applies no matter the type of inter-

ference experienced, and there are several types, as
we shall see.

At this juncture it is worth noting that the type
of aerial itself can do a great deal to discriminate
between wanted signal and interfering signal. A

single dipole, for example, is omnidirectional. That
means that it picks up signals equally at all angles
round it. An aerial with a reflector and directors, on

Electrical interference is the most common and
its effects are well known in that on sound it produces sharp, staccato bursts from the speaker and
on vision white blobs and dashes on the screen on
405 lines and grey ones on 625 lines. This is the

sort of interference which emanates from car

ignition systems and from electrical equipment,
such as motors, thermostats, welders and the like.

In view of its effect, it is sometimes called " impulsive interference ". It takes the form of steep, sharp

pulses superimposed upon the wanted signal, as

greatest discrimination between the signal and interference (see Fig. 2). All the time, it will be realised,
we are endeavouring to maintain the highest
possible signal/interference ratio.

shown in Fig. 3.
It thus amplitude modulates the carrier, and after
detection it appears to the audio stages as a.f. transient signals, and is reproduced as such. Likewise
in the vision channel. Impulsive interference has
considerably less effect on the FM sound channel
of the 625 -line TV system, and owing to the negative vision modulation of that standard it appears
as grey, instead of white, blobs on the picture.

Types of Interference

Typical Display

There are three primary types of interference.
One is the interference generated by all kinds of
electrical machinery and plant, two is radio frequency interference actually produced by radio

A typical display of interference due to an electric motor in a vacuum cleaner is shown in Fig. 4.
This picture was taken on a blank raster (without
a wanted signal) so that it would show up better
than on an actual picture.
Impulsive interference is suppressed at source by

the other hand, is responsive mainly to signals
arriving within a limited angle at the front. This
allows the aerial to be turned so as to provide the

signals and three is so-called multipath interference,

which arises from the reflection of the television
signal from a hill or large structure, the set then
receiving the direct signal and a very small fraction
of a second later the reflected signals.

the use of small suppression chokes wound on dust iron cores for TV and larger chokes and capacitors

for radio, depending upon the type of equipment

Interference

Wanted
signal

Fig. 2-An omnidirectional aerial at
(a) gives response to interference equal

to that of the required signal.

A

Wanted
signal

B -C

equals B -A.
A directional aerial,
however, can be orientated for the best
ratio between the signal and the

interference. Here the response B -A is

greater than the response B -C.

(a)

Interference
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causing it. Car ignition interference is mainly

suppressed by the use of resistive suppressors fitted

to each plug and/or distributor or (more recently)
by the use of an e.h.t. cable from the distributor to
each plug featuring a resistive conductor.

Interference Propagation
At this stage it should be made clear that interfering signals can be propagated either through the

ether, as ordinary radio signals, or through the
mains system and cables. Moreover, it is sometimes
picked up by cables and then re -radiated by them
at some other location.

Generally speaking, however, impulsive inter-

ference which affects television reception is rarely,
if ever, mains borne, since to v.h.f. signals the losses

in the mains cables are very high and any high -

frequency component of the interference is speedily
attenuated.
TV interference, then, is mainly propagated

through the ether in the ordinary radio manner.

Fig. 4-Impulsive interference from an electric motor as
displayed on a TV screen.

Medium -frequency radio interference, on the other

hand, is often mains borne and mains filters and

suppressors can be used here to alleviate the effect
-but not on television so much.
R.f. interference is the kind that causes patterns

on the picture and whistles on the sound, and a

typical display on the picture is revealed in Fig. 5.
The r.f. causing this effect was modulated a little
at mains frequency (50c/s), which is the reason why
the interference effect is most intense at the top of
the picture, gradually tailing off in intensity towards
the bottom.

Any radio signal which can get into the TV set
along with the wanted signal and beat with either
the carrier or the intermediate -frequency signal so
as to produce a difference -frequency within the
receiver's video passband (up to about 3.5Mc/s)
will create patterns. Whistles will be caused on
sound when the difference -frequency in the sound
channel is below about 15kc/s. Mains modulation
on the signal in the sound channel will also cause a
hum, this being typical of certain interference produced by r.f. medical equipment.
Again, r.f. interference is propagated through the
ether and rarely through the mains system, and
suppression is essential at source.

Fig. .5-The display of r.f. interference ticAulated at
500, see text.

Co -channel Interference
.

Pattern effects are also caused during the spring

and summer months particularly on the Band I

channels as the result of co -channel interference.
This is when two or more stations are simultaneously

receivable

on

the

same

channel.

Normally, of course, the range of TV signals is
considerably limited and at distances in excess of a
hundred or so miles the signal is so small as not to
be troublesome. During settled weather conditions.
however, v.h.f. signals undergo a " ducting " effect
in the troposphere and can then travel over many

hundreds (sometimes a thousand or so miles) of
miles at fairly high level.

Fig. 6-Excessive pattern effects caused by co -channel
interference.

The trouble arises when the distant station so

propagated is on the same channel as the local
station. The set then receives two (or more) signals.

The strongest one produces a picture while - the

weakest one gives rise to patterns as shown in
Fig. 6. When the two (or more) signals are almost
matched- in strength a second picture is sometimes
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seen drifting from side to side across the picture
to which the set has locked.
Another effect of co -channel interference 'is the

production of dark, horizontal lines, as shown in
Fig. 7.

Unfortunately, there is very little that can be
done to alleviate the effects of co -channel interference

and when

it

is

troublesome

the TV

authority makes periodic announcements to avoid
viewers from calling in their dealers, thinking that
something has gone wrong with their sets.
Co -channel interference is less troublesome on
the Band III channels, and is not very often
reported on the u.h.f. channels of Bands IV and V.

Multipath Interference
As already intimated, multipath interference
caused by the set first picking up the direct signal

.crvr of co -channel interference.

and then a reflection of the same signal a fraction of
a second later. The ordinary main picture is
produced followed by a second or " ghost " picture

displaced a little to the right of the main picture.
The displacement between the two pictures is a
measure of the delay of the reflected signal.

This sort of interference can be reduced con-

siderably by paying careful attention to the aerial
system and its orientation. A good directional
aerial should be used and this should be rotated to
give the greatest discrimination between the direct

and reflected signals (see Fig. 2(b)).
If, when the aerial is orientated for the maximum
ghost rejection, the main picture is too weak, an
amplifier should be used to restore the level of the
wanted signal. This it will do without impairing the
high signal/interference ratio achieved by aerial
orientation. One of the low -noise transistor amplifiers is useful for this application.

fluorescent Light Interference

. 8-This photograph' shows how fluorescent light
interference a Teas the picture.

An interference effect which results from a combination of impulsive and r.f. signals is that caused
by fluorescent lights, the effect of which is shown
in Fig. 8. Here two wide, horizontal bands of small
dots and patterns develop across the picture.
The waveform responsible for this sort of interference is shown in Fig. 9. This was obtained by
winding a couple of turns of wire round a radiating
fluorescent tube and connecting the end of the wire
to the Y amplifier of an oscilloscope with the time base locked at 50c/s.
Fluorescent light interference is unpredictable
and difficult to clear permanently. Worn fluorescent
tubes suffer most from the trouble. The makers of
the lights supply suppressing equipment, but while
this may appear to effect a cure initially, the inter-

ference has a habit of returning without warning.

Reversing the tube so that the ends are interchanged may clear the trouble for a while, and

should the interference re -occur changing the tube
back again may be all that is necessary to keep the
picture clear. Earthing the metal case of the
assembly is another exercise worth attempting.
By far the best idea, though, is to re -position the
aerial well out of the way of the interfering field,
for in that way not only is the strength of the inter-

fering signal weakened but the strength of the

Fig. 9-The radiated signal reponsible for fluorescent
Tight interference-see text.

wanted signal is enhanced, thereby giving the con dition that is essential for the deletion of any type
of interference-a high signal/interference ratio. 111

-_
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS
=.11111imb
=WM

11111M11

By Charles Rafarel

THE Sporadic E opening that started

on

May 18th proved to be one of the best ever

and afforded daily unbroken reception until the

end of the first week in July, when a " break "
occurred.

However, there seems to be signs that
the good reception conditions are returning as I

write these lines at mid -July.
It might be
profitable at this stage to compare this year's

results with those of preceding years.
The main point that I have noted from -my own

results and by studying readers' reports is that in
earlier years reception has been approximately
equal from stations lying north/south of the
British Isles and those lying to the east. but this

year the best reception seems to be along the

north / south axis.
The " star " performers have been Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Norway and Sweden, whereas those

stations to the east such as U.S.S.R., Poland, East
Germany, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, etc., have
been much less in evidence during reception in this
area. This does not mean that good reception from
East Europe may not have been achieved by other
DX-ers in other parts of the country.

W. C.

READERS' REPORT
Glasgow, has

Gordon, of

received

R.T.F. France on channel F4. The signal most
probably originated from the Carcassonne trans-

mitter in Southern France., D. Davies, of
Towyn. Wales, hat also received this station, and
this seems to again show the north/south pattern

that I have mentioned, and I suggest that other

DX-ers (particularly those in northern parts of the
country) should be on the " look -out for twin
split French positive image pictures, even if they
only have " unconverted " 405 -line receivers. Why
not keep a look -out near channels 2 and 5 on your
set?

s

Another DX viewer, Mr. Whillance, of Durham,
tells us that a friend of his has had a French R.T.F.
picture on channel F2, and this could well be either
Caen, Troyes or Limoges, most probably the latter.
Leonard Allsopp, of Cardiff, reports reception of T.V.E. Spain on various channels, and he
has also had Sweden on the north/south axis. He,
however, mentions reception from Poland, Hungary
and Czecho-Slovakia, so his area has been suitable
for reception
common.

from the east, which seems

less

Mr. Deaves,
Middlesbrough, is a similar case.
He has had R.T.P.T.P. Coimbra, Portugal, on E3, and
Skovde, Sweden, on the same channel, and he, too,
has had Warsaw, Poland, and Budapest.

The latter station, M.T. Budapest, Hungary, has
proved to be one of the " mysteries " of 1964! In
previous years its test card " C " type with the
outer white circle and the word " Budapest " below
the inner circle was very much in evidence, but this
year as far as I know this card has not been
received and it seemed that in spite of good
openings Hungary was missing, although Grunten,
Jauerling and Ostrava were coming in at times at
approximately the same skip distance.
We now have the answer to the mystery thanks
to Albert Davies, of Gillingham, Kent. Budapest
has now changed its test card and is now using one
identical to that used by Poland except that there is
no lettering or words on it.
This card has in fact been seen on a number of
occasions and I think that most of us imagined that
it originated from Bydgoszcz, Poland. Over the
last

three years Poland has used at least three

types of test card and this appeared to be a slight

variation of the 1963 version. However, if you see

this type of card with no letters on it it is our old

friend Budapest still with us.
GENERAL DX NEWS
The power of Lille-Bouvigny u.h.f. on channel
27 is reported to be 500kW and reports of reception in South -Eastern and Southern England continue to arrive.
As I write, tropospheric reception is still poor

and Continental DX-ers are also complaining.
There does seem to be a slight improvement at

present but it has a long way to go before reception
becomes normal and worth while, so I suggest that
you concentrate on Sporadic E at present. If,

however, we get a long period of settled weather
I feel that the tropospherics will improve.

The "new "

test pattern mentioned in last

month's article (the test grid with two shaded
horizontal bars in the centre) is most probably

West German from Kreuzberg on E3. This
pattern has been reported as being seen from West
Germany in Band III. Still no news, however, as

to the origin of the checkboard pattern on E4.
I recently spoke of the possibilities of Band II
reception of TV signals and suggested ways of
becoming operational on this band and I stated
that I myself, had modified a receiver to cover
75-100Mc/s. I am pleased to report a small

success here, confirming that DX -TV is possible
on this band.
On July 7th, 1964, at 10.00 onwards the R.A.I.
(Italy) Band I stations were coming in at exceptional strength, so an attempt was made on Band II.
Sure enough the R.A.I. Milan station on channel Ic
(82.25Mc/s) was received, and though the signal
was weak it was on the screen, which is cause for
optimism regarding other stations on Band II. It
is worth noting that the reception conforms to the
suggested north/south pattern.
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS
By L. Lawry Johns

No. 105: PAM 120A, PYE V700 and INVICTA 941

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 514 OF THE AUGUST ISSUE

THE line timcbase consists of the B section of
V14 (ECC82), which functions as a line

oscillator, the PL36 line output, the PY800

efficiency diode and the EY86 e.h.t. rectifier.

When the line hold R100 (1501:0) is found to
be at the end of its travel or when its setting
requires frequent attention, although there is a
margin of tolerance within this setting, check the
ECC82 by replacement, also R99 and R95 if
necessary.

The hold control itself sometimes changes value

and it should also be remembered that the PL36
output valve is also part oscillator with feedback
via C72 and C75.
Lack of Width

This is usually due to a failing PL36, sometimes
aggravated by a low ECC82, and both should be
checked; also the PY800 if necessary. Check the
PL4,
SK6

T5 secondary
A

O

F1

Antisurge

PL3

tR30

6011R
6w
6w

200- 210V
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20230v
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Fig. 4-The power supplies.
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Fig. 5-Frame oscillator output s age and line oscillator.

h.t. voltage, which at the 'output of the rectifier or
at the reservoir capacitor C28 should not fall below

clipper.

No E.H.T.

A more common trouble is 'that an even reduction of height occurs due to R75 (1.2rni.1) going
high. By even reduction of height we mean that
the top and bottom of the picture show, gaps
without distortion in the lower part more than. the

200V.

If the sound is normal but there is no picture

or raster when the brilliance is advanced it is

likely that there is no e.h.t. at the side of the tube.
If tests show that this is so, remove the lower
section of the centre screened section and check
at the top of the EY86.

If a normal pulse voltage is evident here or if

the line whistle is healthy try a replacement EY86,
which probably has an open -circuited heater. If,
however, the line whistle is subdued or absent, note
whether the PL36 presents a normal appearance.
If it is overheated check the ECC82 and components. If it is not overheated check this valve
(PL36), the
C79 (0.1µF).

An

PY800

ominous,

and the boost line capacitor

distorted

or

varying

whistle

accompanied by sounds of discharge apparently
from the line output transformer is often due to

the actual discharge taking place in the PY800.
It is as well, however, to note the effect of

removing the e.b.t. clip from the side of the tube
as similar symptoms can be caused by a short in
the EY86 and sometimes by a discharge in the
PL36.

It is also as well to note the effect of moving the
four -pin strip from the deflector coils socket. A
breakdown of insulation 0 -the deflector coils is a
possibility which should not be ignored.
The Frame Thnebose

This consists of the V13 stales, the PCI-85 being
the frame oscillator output valve with the A section
of the ECC82 (V14) serving as a frame sync

The frame hold control itself R71 and

the resistors R72 and R73 do not usually give much
trouble except where the control itself becoittes
partially o.c. or erratic.

top.

Where the bottom is compressed more than ,the
top, attention is .directed to V13 itself. R83 ,33011

bias resistor; which the writer has in fact never
found changed significantly in value, it being
sensibly a 1W resistor, and
(2001.LF 25V). 'this
latter component is likely to dry up and lose
.C.,62

capacity.

A distinct foldover may be caused by. V13
running into grid current, C58 being leaky or a
faulty C59 or C61. Faulty controls may 'cause
fluctuations in height and. linearity.
Weak Frame Sync

If the line hold is quite solid but the frame

persists in wandering up or down check :the components associated with V14A, in particular R88
and

R90.

White Horizontal Line

This denotes a complete break in the frame
timebase and we. have frequently found that C80
(0.11IF) shorts to chassis. As this boost line' also
feeds the c.r.t. first anode (pin 3) a quick. checkpoint is available here.

It may be thought 'that the absences of first
anode voltage would cut the beam 'current
the
tube off completely; and this is so with some tubes;
however,. the concentration of the beam across the
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Fig. 6-Line output stage, e.h.t. rectifier and cathode ray tube.

centre is often sufficient to show quite a bright line.

No Sound

made to the height control.
If the first anode shows a normal 500V or more
check on the other side of the height control (R74
usually linked across). If a fair voltage is at R74
and one end of R75 but not at the anode of V13A
check C58, alt'iough when this capacitor is a dead
short there will be more of a band across the screen

responsible for sudden or intermittent loss of
sound. Where the loss of sound is intermittent,

V13A voltage is normal at between 60-130V check
at the anode of V13B (185V).
If this voltage is absent check the continuity of

Distorted sound can also be caused by a faulty
PCL83 and R19 should always be checked when
it has been necessary to replace this valve (R19-

This, of course, means that no supply

is being

with a thicker white line at the bottom.
T5 primary.

If the

The voltage will not at first be

entirely absent owing to the presence of R82 33k0.,
but this resistor is likely to overheat and fail.

Check R36 and C29 100p.F (275V) if T5 is

Poor Contrast

If the brilliance functions normally but tlie

picture lacks contrast and the sync is weak check
V11, R46 and V9 (CG64) vision detector diode,
which is inside the T3 coil can.
On meter it should have a high resistance with
the leads connected or applied one way and a comlow

resistance when

the leads

are

Quite often the diode may be found " high " in
both directions or " low " in both directions, either
condition producing a very weak signal at the
video grid (TP3).

This condition should not be confused with a
"noisy " picture with excessive grain and ragged
outlines.

tapping the PCL83 will often provide conclusive
proof of its guilt.

If, however, there is a slight hum in the loud-

speaker and the volume control varies the response,
check C15 (04301µF) from pin 8 of V4 to chassis.
Check CG64 (V5) if necessary.

47011),

Efectrofyt;c Capacitors
Faulty electrolytic capacitors can cause a variety

of symptoms from hum and uneven illumination
of the screen, sound on vision, poor sync and low
h.t. voltage (C28 is the reservoir capacitor of the

intact.

paratively
reversed.

The audio output PCL83 (V6) is nearly. always

This latter

condition

should

direct

attention to the aerial, input circuit VI (PCC89),
V2 (PCF86) and the operating conditions of these
valves and V3 (EF85).

rectifier V7).

BUSINESS OF SERVICE

-continued from page S42
of staff have been discussed as it is considered that
these aspects of servicing are of first importance.
Since the finest engineer cannot work without tools
the very vital question of choosing test equipment
will next be examined.

In the first case the minimum amount of test

equipment

required

for

starting

up

will

be

discussed, followed by suggestions for equipping
the workshops with a full range of test instruments.
Only the fortunate few have sufficient capital when
starting up to fully equip a workshop and it is the
general practice to build up as the business
progresses.
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PART 2

Optical

Systems
--- --

for Amateur

Closed

Circuit

TV

ADAPTING AMATEUR EQUIPMENT FOR CCTV
MICROSCOPY
-.3E-

M_ L. MICHAELIS

THE specimen can easily be positioned as desired

between two simple spring clips as shown in
Fig. 1. The position of the stage in relation to
the condenser has been made adjustable by means

of 'an attached angle -piece sliding in a U -profile rail
on the underside of the lamp tube. The specimen
stage can be locked in any position with the help of
a wing nut.

The purpose of this longitudinal stage adjust-

ment is to permit optimum approach to the
condenser for the various thicknesses of specimen
carriers. Adjustment is not necessary for every
slight dfference in thickness of ordinary microscope
slides but it is required when inserting the type of
slide carrying a thick U -trough for examining

organisms under live conditions in a small quantity
Of pond water.
Focusing

Coarse focusing is always performed by racking

the amp and stage assembly relative to the
stationary lens. Fine focusing is performed during

open projection by adjusting the normal focus ring

on the lens and during closed CCTV operation
(system closed, lens inaccessible) by racking the
vidicon carriage within the CCTV camera. Fine

focusing adjustments will normally not be required,
the lamp -and -stage -assembly rack already providing sufficient focus control precision.
The lens carrier junction ring is a composite

of physical dimensions

if the lens were

to be

mounted the other way round.
It is strongly recommended when intending to
build this unit with a different .lens than the one
specified nevertheless to keep to a lens originally
intended for 16mm cine film photography and also
to keep to about the same focal length of 25mm.

The reason is that the conditions demanded by
16mm cinematography and those demanded by
microscopy are, basically, rather similar. Due to
the exceedingly tiny film image on such cine films
compared to the large dimensions of the filmed
scene the conditions are clearly ones of high

(reciprocal) magnification. for which a good -quality
tine lens may be relied upon to have been trimmed

by the makers for optimum performance.
Physically inverted, as in our micro -objective,
we can expect the same high direct magnification
at good resolution under conditions of microscopy
as the prototype has thoroughly confirmed in

practice.

The smaller the aperture set on a lens the less
the blurring due to image aberration (optical lens
errors), but the greater the blurring due to diffraction-and vice versa. Thus, due to the interplay of
these opposing effects, optimum definition is given
by any particular lens at some intermediate aperture

which is characteristic of its design and intended
application.

aluminium.

Now the resolution under conditions of microscopy is inherently the greater, the greater the lens
aperture used because it is primarily a function of
the diffraction effects. A lens which is suitable for
high -resolution microscopy is consequently one
which is so designed as to place the optimum stop
number at a much greater aperture than for normal
photography, i.e. one with low optical aberration
right down to large apertures.

calculated for the microscopic conjugal point in the

ments are placed upon a lens intended for cinema-

item turned on the lathe from a single piece of

It serves the dual purpose of
assembling the constituents of the entire unit and
of mounting the lens in reverse, i.e. with the front
end pointing at the CCTV camera. This reversal
is necessary for two reasons:
Firstly, the optical correction of the lens is

rear focal plane (just as in normal use when televising ordinary scenes where the tiny image on the
vidicon target is again in the rear focal plane). The
performance is poorer as far as resolution is

concerned if this point is not observed.
Secondly, the front focal plane is in fact too

close to the front lens surface so that the design
would also not be possible on mere considerations

The realisation that exactly the same require-

tography, and that such lenses are for the same
reasons required for normal scene televising with
amateur CCTV equipment (tiny vidicon target

image), prompted the author to reach the
theoretical conclusion that the same lens, in a

properly designed micro -objective, should lead to
a high standard of performance. These theoretical
considerations were fully confirmed.
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Open Projection

A high standard of performance,is obtained with
the unit as a " pocket" projection microscope.
With the unit on an ordinary photographic tripod,
and the tube " 3 " and ring " 1 " removed, a
brilliant picture is obtained on an ordinary lantern

slide projection screen at a range of about 3yd,
giving a magnification of about 120 diameters on
the screen.
In a darkened room much greater magnifications
are obtainable by projecting from a greater distance.

For ranges up to 3yd it is not even necessary to
fully darken the room. The brilliance of the pro-

jected images, especially in a fully darkened room,
approaches that of modern lantern -slide (diapositive) projectors. The sharpness of focus is quite
remarkable.

If one goes right up to the screen

the images are razor sharp down to the last detail.
This is all the more surprising considering that
only a 6V 15W lamp is used-proving the efficiency
of a properly adjusted point source of light.
The CCTV application of open projection lies in

the available duality which, with the help of a

trick, can be used simultaneously. If a small hole
is cut in the projection screen, and the hole of the
lens carrier of the CCTV camera (without lens) is

placed immediately behind this screen hole, then
one can view a specimen at low magnification, but
in entirety, on the projection screen directly and
can steer any small part of interest on to the hole,
this part then appearing blown up in much greater

magnification on the screen of the TV set.)
This method of working is extremely comfortable
and versatile, certainly when first selecting and
getting accustomed to unknown specimens.
When working in this manner it is convenient to

project at a range of some 4ft on to the canvas

screen, giving a primary magnification of some 50
diameters there. The power supply to the lamp
should be reduced to 4V as the vidicon target will
otherwise be overloaded under these conditions.

The image on the canvas screen is then still
bright enough for clear viewing in a room with
strongly subdued ambient lighting. The image on
the TV receiver screen then represents a magnifi-

cation of about two thousand diameters,

i.e. it

definitely shows up the maximutn resolution which
the entire system is capable of giving.
Electrical Supply for the Lamp

The power supply for the lamp uses a heater

transformer rated at 6.3V 2.5A and tapped at 4V.
When using the unit in the closed CCTV set-up,

with the recommended 10cm tube giving a magnifi-

cation of about 300 diameters on the TV receiver
screen, the lamp voltage must be reduced to 2.3V.
Otherwise the vidicon target is severely overloaded, as manifest by the fact that signal current
from the target then rises to saturation as soon as
the target voltage control is advanced only a very
small way from zero.

The lamp filament merely glows dimly at 2.3V
(obtained between the 4V and 6.3V tappings on
the heater transformer), but this leads to just the
illumination intensity with the highly
efficient condenser system and provides ample

right

reserves in the ability to use higher lamp voltages
if dark or thick specimens are encountered.
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The 4V lamp supply is normally required when
using open projection into the CCTV camera at

short range and the full 6.3V are required for open

projection at greater range and for brilliant pro-

jection on to a canvas screen without a CCTV link.
Straightforward Micro -photography with the Unit

The purpose of tube " 3 " and ring " 1 " being
separate items which screw together was to make
this connecting screw -thread the same as that
employed for the lenses of the author's Leica
photographic camera. This enables the entire
micro -objective unit, except ring " 1 ", to be
screwed into the author's Leica in the same

manner as any of the " ordinary " photographic
lenses and, conversely, enables the lenses of that
camera, with the simple interposition of the ring
" 1 " alone, to be used in the CCTV camera.

We do not here intend to go into details of

ordinary photography with the micro objective but
it may be said that the image brilliance is ample in

this arrangement to allow the use of the fastest

shutter speeds available on the camera. leading to
sharp photographs (in colour if desired) even of
moving live pond -water organisms in a trough
slide. It is not necessary to use films faster than
normal for this purpose.
If colour transparencies are to be taken use
reversal film which is balanced for artificial light
and briefly run the lamp at 8V during the exposure

(suitable extra tapping on the transformer) to
achieve the correct colour temperature of the
filament. The coloured lantern slides will subse-

quently appear on the canvas screen at about 500
diameters overall magnification under normal conditions of projection.
Alternatively, using monochrome

film,

small

contact prints may be made and televised in the
" macro " arrangement for CCTV to be described
below. This may be the best method of display
for entertaining friends with CCTV microscopy as
a novelty without having to get live pond -water

specimens to do the wanted thing at the right
moment.
Use of an Ordinary Microscope for CCTV

Any ordinary microscope is usable as a form of
projection microscope, i.e. for projecting a magnified real image out at the eyepiece end, which can
in principle be caught on the vidicon target.

The separation between the top end of the
microscope tube and the vidicon target should
normally be about 2 to 6in. for best results and
so it is merely necessary to turn a suitable collar

for the microscope tube fitted with a thread

maching the CCTV camera lens plate.
If the microscope is of good professional quality
the performance of this arrangement on CCTV is

as good as the microscope, particularly if this is
fitted with a properly focused condenser system.
But comparable results are obtainable with the
normal lens of the CCTV camera in our micro objective design.

If the microscope is of lower quality, such as the
cheap toy microscopes widely available, troubl^
The magnification and
may be experienced.
resolution as such are in fact quite good even with
these cheap instruments. The chief trouble lies
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The assemblage of optical equipment discussed in this article.

I. 2-camera extension rings. 3-normal lens for CCTV camera. 4 (wide angle), 5 (normal), 6 (telephoto)-35mm
photo camera lenses and combination rings. 7-CCTV camera
ring. 8-tube "3". 9-Micro-objective system
zssembled.
in the chromatic aberration (several differently
optical effects will all be shifted in the direction of
coloured partially overlapping images) at high
telephoto appearances.

magnifications and in getting proper illumination
without rather clumsy set-ups.
The performance of such a CCTV micro system
using a toy microscope will, at the best, approach
that of the system described. The contrast is
generally somewhat poorer with a rather washy
picture. This is again a function of the lighting
used.

Readers nevertheless wishing to use a toy micros-

cope with simple adaptor collar for the CCTV

A lens gives a " normal " image impression if its

focal length is roughly equal to the image target
diagonal, which is about 16mm in the case of the
vidicon.

Smaller focal lengths give a correspondingly intense wide-angle panorama effect, whereas
longer focal lengths give
powerful telephoto effect.

very mild telephoto (portrait) effect

Use of Leica-type Camera Lenses

persons.

A Leica-type camera employs perforated 35mm
film of the same kind used for professional cinema
films. Good 35mm cameras possess exchangeable
lenses, the most common focal lengths being 35mm
(wide-angle panorama shots), 50mm (normal shots)
and 135mm (telephoto shots).
These respectively named " effects " refer to use
with the particular film size. If the same lenses
,ire used for a " film" of smaller size, such as is
.

represented by the vidicon target window, the

a

desirable,
which is the reason why the normal lens for the
CCTV camera has a focal length of 25mm, one and
a -half times the target frame diagonal.
camera lenses.

used.

correspondingly

For television and film purposes in general

camera should not be fundamentally discouraged;
the performance is certainly usable. In case of
difficulty a monochromatic colour filter can be used
in front of the lamp to reduce chromatic aberration;
the best colour should be found by trial and error
in a given case. For experimental purposes small
glass cells with water-colour solutions can be
4

a

is

Now consider the standard " trio " of 35mm
The wide-angle lens of 35mm focal
length represents a telephoto factor of just over
two for the CCTV camera (focal length just over
twice the target frame diagonal), which is a good
value for head and shoulder televising of single

The normal lens of 50mm focal length has a
telephoto factor of three for the CCTV camera,
giving about the same telephoto intensity as the
real telephoto lens does with the 35mm camera!

Using the real telephoto lens in the CCTV

camera its effect is consequently three times more
powerful there with a factor of nine. This is

slightly more powerful than the popular type of
standard 8 x 30 field binoculars with respect to
the human eye.

In other words, the " ordinary trio " of 35mm
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camera photographic lenses open up various shades

of telephoto operations for the CCTV camera
without the need for purchasing any specific extra
telephoto lenses. It is merely necessary to turn
the ring 1 (Fig. 1, August issue) on the lathe to
adapt the CCTV camera lens thread to that of the
particular 35mm system camera. The lenses
should otherwise be used in the normal manner,
racking the vidicon carriage inside the CCTV
camera to the correct focal plane.
If using a different CCTV camera than the one
being described which does not permit movement

of the vidicon within the camera by actuating an
external control (a most useful but unfortunately

still rather rate feature) the adapter ring 1 will

have to be turned to exact longitudinal dimensions

to match the focal planes of the 35mm camera
lenses to that of the normal lens of the CCTV
camera.

It will, of course, not be necessary to make more
than one such precision ring since the three 35mm
camera

lenses

will

themseves

necessarily

be

matched by virtue of their exchangeability in the
35mm film camera.

The power of the 135mm telephoto lens is still
inadequate for CCTV astronomy. It forms an
image of the moon, for example, 4/3mm in
diameter. The vidicon target frame is 9 x 12mm,

so that the display on the TV receiver screen would
be such that some seven rows of nine such moons
could be accommodated on the screen. It is clear
that other heavenly bodies would not be
discernible.

The system is thus confined to long-distance

shots of a landscape nature or for candid portraits
of single

persons

at long
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very long intervening charge storage time and of
special recording and display devices. It has been
claimed that, in conjunction with the best modern
telescopes, a sensitivity and resolution surpassing
that of most photographic films used for
astronomical purposes has thereby been achieved.
The author has experimented with a combination
of the 35mm film camera lenses. If the wide-angle
lens (f=35mm) is used to project a magnified real

image on to the vidicon target from a primary
image formed in front of it by the telephoto lens
(f=135mm) one can achieve a telephoto factor
three times greater than that obtained with the
telephoto lens alone whilst still maintaining the
minimum effective aperture necessary for CCTV

observations of the moon.
For this arrangement the adapter ring 1 is first of
all screwed into the CCTV camera, followed by a
10cfn extension tube and then the wide-angle lens.
This is followed by another adapter ring turned on

the lathe to fit the normal lens into the front end

Another such adapter ring
finally fits the telephoto lens into the front end of
the normal lens. This arrangement, in fact,
corresponds to a conventional astronomical tele-

of the wide-angle lens.

scope with the telephoto lens as objective, the
normal lens in the middle as field lens and the
wide-angle lens as eyepiece.

The moon comes out at nearly half the frame
height on the television receiver screen with this

arrangement-still rather poor from an astronomical point of view, but the performance for

televising long-distance landscape shots is quite
pleasing. For example, a church will fill the

receiver screen at a range of about a mile.

ranges (head and

shoulders at more than 6yd). Under no circumstances point the camera at the sun, whatever the
optical system in use, as this could lead to

Macro -CCTV

CCTV Astronomy

not too small to be familiar to the naked eye as
well. Particular items of interest in this class

immediate burn -out of the vidicon target.

There is no simple way of achieving really
satisfactory performance with an amateur CCTV
astronomical system apart from purchasing
properly designed professional telescope equip-

Even then the low luminous intensity of
most heavenly bodies presents a serious problem.
One is virtually limited to studies of the moon,
whose brilliance is quite adequate for work at
apertures as small as fill, which are achieved even
ment.

by relatively simple telescopes.
Work on the sun should be avoided unless one is
quite sure of using a light -absorption filter of

sufficient density to avoid damage to the vidicon.

are warned that any such damage is
virtually immediate and irreparable, manifesting
Readers

itself in dead spots or areas on the target,
holes

in

the

interesting

means

for

studying sunspots

televised

i.e.

pictures.

subsequent

However, a properly designed system can provide

and

eclipses.

Studies of other heavenly bodies are largely

beyond the reach of the amateur CCTV enthusiast

on account of their low brilliance which would

demand drastic modifications of the scanning
However, professional use of such
system.

arrangements has been made, scanning one frame
in anything up to several hours, making use of the

Between the televising of normal indoor and

outdoor scenes and the field of true microscopy lies
the interesting range of macroscopy, which is
concerned with small objects which are nevertheless

include photographic snapshots, postage stamps,

small flowers and insects and numerous similar

objects.

The normal range of macroscopy extends from
reproductions of objects about natural size to about

ten times natural size, although there is no hard

and fast boundary line either way.

As far as the published basic CCTV camera

design is concerned (October, 1963 -February, 1964)

the travelling vidicon carriage fully caters for all
macro -CCTV applications with the camera as it
stands without any alterations or change of lenses.
It is merely necessary to bring the object to be
televised correspondingly close to the lens (only
about lin. away in the extreme case) and then to
rack the vidicon carriage back until the image on
the TV receiver is well in focus.
In the limiting setting, with the vidicon carriage

driven back as far as it will go, an ordinary postage
stamp will come out at least four times the size of
In the other
the television receiver screen.
direction the range of available settings is continuous right back to those for normal scene
televising.

If intending to do macro -CCTV displays with
other CCTV cameras, which usually have a fixed
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vidicon but removable lens, suitable intermediary

must be machined to achieve the same

rings

necessary increased separation between lens and
vidicon target. Several rings covering a range of
about 25mm displacement are required.
If the CCTV camera not only has a fixed vidicon
but also a non -removable lens a certain amount of
close-up work is still possible by making use of

proximity lenses slipped over the front end of the
main lens. But the scope of such measures is
rather limited so that cameras which do not permit
removal of the lens for interposing intermediary
rings are largely unsuitable for macro -CCTV. The
movable vidicon carriage here remains the best
solution as it permits continuous control in a simple
manner instead of the discrete steps and awkward
changes involved with rings.
These considerations were taken into account at

an early stage in the design of our CCTV camera
and have led to the incorporation of the movable
vidicon carriage, which also vastly simplifies the
problems of accurate lens positioning for normal
use in an amateur design, since slight errors can

immediately be corrected with the carriage drive.
So far as the use of macro -CCTV for entertainment purposes is concerned the televising of small

photographic prints probably ranks at the top of
the list. The author has created much pleasure at
parties by inviting guests to submit snapshots out
of their wallets for macro -televising, each guest

giving a personal commentary to his pictures when
they appeared on the television receiver screen.
Lighting is surprisingly uncritical in this
arrangement-an ordinary reading lamp stood
somewhere in the vicinity on the table is generally
perfectly adequate, and there is no need to undertake any measures to direct or even out the light,

nor to darken the room in any way apart from

drawing the curtains if powerful beams of sunlight
are entering.

reasonable match to the aerial cable and better

matching is hardly worth while. The base circuit is
rearranged so that the collector circuit is all " d.c.
earthy ". This simplifies the amplifier. The output

is tapped directly into the tuned cavity and its

position is not critical. Moving the tap towards the
transistor increases the stability and bandwidth but
reduces the gain.
A small choke consisting of five turns of

enamelled wire wound on a 4in. former may be
fitted across the input of the amplifier to prevent
the application of large and possibly destructive
pulse voltages to the transistor. It serves no useful
purpose so far as tuning is concerned.
Operation and Performance

For best results the amplifier should be mounted
close to the aerial as amplified signal and amplifier
" noise " are then attenuated by the cable, whereas

if the amplifier is at the set end of the cable only
the signal is attenuated. For low loss cable runs the
difference is small.

The optimum operating current for this tran-

sistor is 2mA, and although the voltage supply is
nominally 9V the amplifier works well even when
the supply voltage is below 5V. Physical dimensions of the amplifier are shown in Fig. 2.
Laboratory measurements have shown a gain of
better than 18dB (x 8), a noise factor of 7dB and a
bandwidth in excess of 35Mc/s.
In a typical installation about 20 miles from the
Crystal Palace where the received picture was
noticeably grainy, fitting such an amplifier reduced
the noise to a barely visible level and improved the

Three entirely new sections have been intro-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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By Gordon J. King, Assoc. Brit. I.R.E.; published by Odhams
Books Ltd. 352 pages, 8,t" x St", stiff cover. Price 35s.0d.

READERS of PRACTICAL TELEVISION will need

no introduction to the author of this book and,

in a way will need little comment on the

material in this book other than an outline of the

coverage. Indeed, quite a few readers will not even
need this, for the volume under review is the Second
Edition of a work which first appeared in 1958 and,

no doubt has found a place on many enthusiasts'
1

This new edition is completely revised and
enlarged and makes a very real effort to be as
completely up-to-date as possible. It is a little

unfortunate that the BBC and ITA introduced their
new Test Cards only a few weeks before this book
was published, so that the only Test Card information given is that for the defunct type C. However,
this is a very minor point indeed and only goes to

illustrate the virtual impossibility of producing a
book with every recent development.

-continued from page 534

duced. One of these deals effectively with television
in the u.h.f. bands and included in the information
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bookshelves.
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a complete table of u.h.f. channels and their

allocations. Another new section covers dual -standard receivers; this is a very useful chapter and
takes the reader through the principles and circuitry
of the 625 -line u.h.f. system and the problems
involved in 405/625 receivers.

The third section has one eye on the future. It
transistor TV receivers and takes the

discusses

reader stage -by -stage through the practical circuitry

of such a set. All these new chapters are preferred

reading for anyone seriously interested in any
aspect of servicing TV receivers.

The bulk of the book concerns itself with more
" conventional " matters and, briefly, consists of
separate chapters for each section of a receiver,
describing typical circuitry and analysing fault
symptoms and remedies. The book is essentially
practical in approach and never delves too deeply
into design aspects or detailed theory. Servicing
and repair is the theme and this is kept to in a most
informative, lucid and practical manner. For
readers with a basic knowledge of theory who want
to

take

up

servicing.

recommended.-W.N.S.

this

book

is

highly

LETTERS

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also

TO THE
EDITOR

unable to publish letters from readers seeking a

source of supply of such apparatus.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

have horns I would point out that as a professional

TUBELESS COLOUR TELEVISION

SIR.-Whilst looking through some past copies

of PRACTICAL TELEVISION recently I was

intrigued by a reference to a " new " colour tele-

system proposed by a Mr. Charlton
(January, 1953, issue).
I can find no subsequent reference to this
equipment in any other issue, although the system
is somewhat similar to the one devised recently by
vision

Crump (Proc. C.T.S., May, 1964). This latter
system makes use of a slightly higher frequency,
colour splitting being obtained by the use of a
negative biased anti -phased- pair of magnetrons.

The bias is modulated by the incoming rectified
signal, the amount of bias controlling the colour
range.
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It will be obvious that easier colour mixing

is obtainable provided the variable bias does not

overrun the scanning signal.

As with Mr. Charlton's system the c.r.t. is dispensed with, the viewing area consisting of a
luminous matrix fed from a high potential electrostatic source.

I should be pleased to learn how Mr. Charlton

progressed with his system and whether any worthwhile results were obtained.-K. Ntiu (Rotherham,
Yorkshire).

(Have any readers information on this matter?-

Ed.)

in

do-it-yourself

sets

made

by

local

beginners and many are the diagrams drawn for
the fabulous profit on a couple of condensers!D. BUSHELL (Leeds 6).
IMPROVING TV SOUND

SIR, --I suppose many other readers have thought

of the uses an extension speaker has in conjunc-

tion with a television receiver. Many of the television sets on the market today have their speakers

in the side of the cabinets so that if in a small

living room, with the receiver situated in one corner,
much of the sound is muffled by the close proximity
of the walls, and an extension speaker placed so that
it faces the viewer would make all the difference to
one's enjoyment of the programmes.

People who feel they are not getting the full
amount of reproduction from their TV receivers
should try cutting out the internal 6in. (or even
less) loudspeaker and connecting up a good quality
12in. speaker in a bass reflex cabinet. Many of the

sounds will be greatly improved with the wider

frequency response so that a violin playing ceases

to sound like a child's toy, and drums no longer

resemble the refuse collectors kicking your dustbin
lid on a Friday morning.

One friend of mine has even gone so far as to

LIFELONG CUSTOMERS NOT ENOUGH

would like to point out to your correSIR,-I
spondent, Mr. A. E. Morgan (June P.T.) that

Mr. Ford in his article on part-time Servicemen,
suggested that the " kitchen table brigade " bought
spares wholesale and thus increased their profits
(at the expense of local component retailers), the
" realistic " (or unrealistic?) price

customer being just the same.

paid by the

There are some wholesalers who are prepared
to supply both the trade and the KTBs. There
are few who would supply the KTB only and to
see how much turnover could be expected from
such a source one certain wholesaler (evidently
fishing for such business) enquired whether my
component purchases would exceed £20 per year.
Despite the fact that I work in a small way my
monthly accounts average £20 with each of three
wholesalers, most of whom realise that they need
more than
business.

serviceman I spend many unpaid hours tracing
faults

" lifelong customers "

to

stay

in

I think your other correspondent, Mr. Hurrell,
would agree that insurance stamps would come
under allowances-aged aunt, wife and six kids,
etc.-rather than expenses-rent, electricity, etc.
Mr. Ford's article has been misleading in more
ways than one but before anybody thinks that I

completely cut out the final audio stages of his TV
set and link up a hi-fi amplifier. This same amplifier
is also used for his tape recorder, record player, and
radio tuner and each piece of equipment is switched
by a single multiple switch into the amplifier with
the result that everything, especially the TV receiver, sounds really good.-S. MILTON (Wanstead,
E.11).
TWO REQUESTS

SIR, --I would be extremely pleased to hear from
any reader who owns a Kerr or Baird Grid

cell, as used in the pre -1936 Baird 30 -line television

receivers as I am anxious to obtain one. I. would
also like to buy or loan copies of PRACTICAL

TELEVISION containing the articles on " A closed
circuit colour TV system " by R. W. Wells (excluding

the first

one, i.e.

July

1959).--SrEwAR-r

DAVIDSON, School House, School Road, North
Berwick.
SERVICE!

SIR,-There must be many readers contemplating
setting up on their own in business, even on a

small scale, in radio and. TV servicing. How about
some articles on these lines?-H. LIONEL (Palmers
Green, London).

(See page 540, this issue-Editor)
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Set -top U.H.F. Aerial

ANTIFERENCE announce the introduction of

567

multiple types. Changing from 405 to 625 lines and
vice versa is a one -switch operation, after which

Band I and III programme selection

is accom-

plished by push-button switches and- u.h.f. tuning
accomplished by a two -speed rotary control.
The two receivers are the models 3623 and 3626
which are 23in. and 19in. screen sets respectively.
Both are finished in sapele veneer with a full s
burnished polyester lacquer. Ferguson Radi
Corporation Ltd., Thorn House, Upper St. Martin'
Lane, London, W.C.2.

the Vantenna 625, a set -top aerial for u.h.f. It
incorporates a folded dipole and reflector and has

a wide bandwidth giving coverage of Band IV
channels 21-34. Like other Antiference set -top

aerials it is capacity coupled for safety. The finish
is in cream and gold and it retails at 25s. complete
with plug and lead.
Antiference also announce price reductions in
their range of u.h.f. outdoor and loft aerials (indoor
aerial prices remain unchanged). Typical examples
are

the

3 -element

window

mounting Winner

reduced from 32s. 6d. to 25s. and the Broadside
Explorer 18 -element array from 180s. to 125s.
Antiference Limited, Bicester Road, Aylesbury,
Bucks.

The "Vantenna 625" set -top aerial made by Antiference.

King Telebooster

"'E have been asked to point out that these
boosters

are now handled exclusively

by

Transistor Devices Ltd., New Road. Brixhant,
Devon, and not by Gordon J. King (Enterprises)
Ltd., as stated in the June issue.
Reduced Aerial Prices

THROUGH the introduction of improved manufacturing techniques, Labgear Limited have

been able to announce considerable price reductions
throughout their range of u.h.f. aerials. These

reductions will apply to all orders placed from
August 1st onwards this year. Labgear Limited,
Cromwell Road, Cambridge
405162.5-'ine Receivers

One of Ferguson's new receivers-the I9in. model 3626.

Component Catalogue
`1 ESSRS. Henry's Radio have recently published

a new 1964 edition of their comprehensive

catalogue. It comprises 86 pages and is fully

illustrated, covering a very wide range of electronic
components.
Cadmium sun -cells, crystal ovens, dosimeters.
deccatrons, printed circuit etching kits, ferrite poT

cores, geiger tubes, gamma probes and mercury

cells, are but a few of the items listed.
A wide range of transistors and associated com-

ponents are included, plus a transistor equivalen
chart and connection details.

It is a well -produced book and much thought
obviously has been given to its preparation. The
price is 2s. 6d. post free and copies may be obtained

FERGUSON have recently introduced two new

from Messrs. Henry's Radio Ltd., 303 Edgwar,

transformer in place of the ordinary ballast resistor,
gives some 30W less heat dissipation.
This chassis is also noteworthy for its one-piece
construction, a single printed circuit board taking
the majority of components. By removing only two

IN the circuit diagram of this unit (Fig. 1, page

receivers, both featuring their new " cool running " chassis, which by use of an auto -

screws, this chassis can be swung out through as
much as 90° for inspection purposes.
Ferguson's have reduced the number of valves
in their circuit to 13 by the use of the latest

Road, London, W.2.

TRANSISTOR TV CAMERA
458, July issue), a 0.1uF 150V isolating capacitor
should be connected between the lead from the lin,
scancoils carrying the line blanking (connection 6
and pin 2 on the vidicon. This is to isolate the grid

volts from C31 and C32, which are not rated for
the voltage which can be present on the grid.
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or' provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. -The
coupon from p. 572 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

FERRANTI 17SK4

BUSH TV53

On ITA channel 9, there is slight sound on

vision accompanied by a " silky " patterning with
slight white overshoot and black after white. On
BBC channel 2 there is also sound on vision and
the picture has an overall blurred effect with

fluctuating brightness on the black parts of the
picture.

The i.f. stages have been checked and found to
be tuned correctly. The sensitivity switch is in
the local position, but on certain band 3 frequencies

the tuner becomes rather microphonic.-M. Ward
-(Cheadle, Cheshire).

The fault

is

apparently due to inadequate

de -coupling and all the 0.0014 capacitors should
be checked by bridging each with a known good
component.

We have known the effect to be caused by a
faulty valve and the i.f. EF80's and the tuner unit
valves should be checked by substitution.

perfectly.

When the valve is in the overheated condition,
there is practically no picture and it can only be
viewed in a darkened room.-J. Ferguson (Belfast
13. N.I.).

This fault is due to the a.g.c. line to V3 control
grid becoming positive. Check this by shorting
the line to chassis.
REGENTONE I7T

Apparently the sound band is infringing into the
vision strip, and there is sound on vision present
on both channels. The cores of the oscillator coils

in the tuner and the sound rejector have been
adjusted, but, this has made no difference. There
is no microphony present, the h.t. is normal and

the timebases are working correctly. --A. J. Phillips
(Swansea, S. Wales).

PHILIPS I748U

Every now and then the picture goes out

The V3 valve, EF80 overheats and has been

replaced several times. Then for no apparent
reason this fault rectifies itself and the set works

of

focus and then disappears completely. Turning
the brightness down however, seems to bring the
picture back. On watching the EYSI rectifier, it

was noticed that the heater went out and the
picture disappeared whenever the brightness control was advanced.
The EY51, PL81 and PY81 were replaced but

the same fault persisted. When the picture does
come on it is perfect.-P. W. Chipman (Wood End, Nr Atherstone, Warwickshire).

We would advise you to check the 16,,AF
electrolytic capacitor which decouples the frame
shift h.t. line (C78 in the makers' manual).
ARGOSY MI7K40

The switch on this receiver broke and shorted
the mains. After fitting a replacement swatch, I

was unable to get a picture until I reduced the
brilliance control, then it was negative. The sound

is also rather distorted.-W. H. Smith (Welling,

The 1.5kfl 3W resistor wired from h.t. to the
line oscillator does not often change value but it

Kent).

this, also the h.t. voltage and PY82 rectifiers

(check rectifier) or you have displaced the ion
trap magnet on the tube neck and the sound distortion is due to a separate fault-check output

may have done in the receiver in question. Check
if

Check the position of the ion trap
magnet on the rear neck of the tube (against
necessary.

maximum brilliance).

It would appear that there is insufficient heater
current (300mA is dorrect), the h.t. voltage is low
valve and noise limiter resistors.
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25111 ANNIVERSARY OF THE SECO\ D WORLD W AR
With an
Introduction by

FIELD-MARSHAL THE VISCOUNT
MONTGOMERY of ALAMEIN
K.G., G.C.B., D.S.O., D.L.

0011 FINEST
A Superb

YEAR
Published to mark the 25th
Anniversary of the outbreak of
World War II, "Our Finest
Years" traces the whole sweep-

ing panorama of the war from

Dunkirk and the Battle of

Pictorial
Presentation
OVER ISO MEMORABLE PICTURES

DUNKIRK
THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN
THE BLITZ

BATTLES AT SEA-

Britain, through the Blitz and
our losses in North Africa and

SINKING OF
THE BISMARCK
AND GRAF SPEE

of the tide as our forces drove
back the enemy on all fronts,
and surged on to final victory.
In 100 pages of unforgettable
pictures, many taken from the

DESERT WAR
IN NORTH AFRICA
BURMA AND
THE FAR EAST

the Far East, to the gradual turn

official files of the Imperial War

Museum, this superb present-

ation retells the immortal story,
vividly re-creating the heroism
and glory, the terror and
tragedy, the indomitable humour and endurance of Britain's
finest years.

The demand for "Our Finest

Years" will be tremendous.
Make sure of your copy now.

THE DIEPPE
RAID
INVASIONS
OF SICILY
AND ITALY
BOMBER
COMMAND
OPERATIONS

THE D-DAY
LANDINGS
BUZZ -BOMB AND
V2 ATTACKS
VICTORY IN
EUROPE

VICTORY OVER
JAPAN

OUT NOW 3/ From all Newsagents and Bookstalls
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ARE YOU TRAINED FOR

1966 ?

1965?

1967 ?

Will automation or PM tec'iniques in Electronics replace you one day?
DON'T TAKE CklA.i..,Z.s WITH YOUR FUTURE-DECIDE THAT
YOU ARE &taro) TO BE THE MAN IN DEMAND!

OUTSTANDING OFFER

FROM WIRECOMP!

Nato before in history has it bees eu easy and so inexpensive to train for a
rewarding career is Electronics. Radio and Television!

625/405 LINE TV CHASSIS

SIM-TECH NOW OFFER THREE EXCLUSIVE HOME TRAINING
COURSES.
Anyone can afford these amazing cosines --anyone can understand this practical

MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISH MANUFACTURER

-

trading-NR complicated nratirematics to bold you back-No old fashioned.

obscure explanations to in qtr.. e you!
The lemons are CRYSTAL. CLEAR. PRACTICAL, EASY TO MASTER AND
USE-Early lessons make rundameatala clear even to the beginner. while other
lemons will give you the arm,...) "knowhow" of an expert!
Compares favourably With some courses costing very much more! By creating

e main market through large volume sales and eliminating individual letter
writing we are able to pass L, these savings directly to youl
Each mune le printed on extra large quarto size sheets and bound Into one
manual to simplify handling and distribution.
Please select the course Most suitable for your requirements Irons the following:

1. RADIO COURSE. Fundamental facts--Electrons--Conductors and
insulators-Radio Hatterice-Circuits-Magnetism-Ohm's Law-Resistor
Colour Code--Chart-What resistor to use-Electro-Magnetism-Electromagnetic Induction-Semi Induction-Radio Frequency Inductances-Capacity
Coupling-I.E. Transformers-Radio Coils-Radio Capacitors-The FaradDielectric-Capacitor Colour Code-Alternating Current Theory & FiltersReactance and Resistatice--Charts to calculate Capacity Frequency and
Inductance-Handy Radio Formulae-Practical Aspects of Radio ServicingRadio Valves-'Transistor Theory-N Type Germanium-P Type GermaniumDiode Action-Transistor Action-D.C. Stabilization-Transistor Bias Adjustment--R.F. AmpliticatIon-Superhetertedyne Principles-A.V.C.-Power Supplies-Meters-Multitestere and Valve Testers --Point to Point ServicingSignal Generator. and Signal Tracers-Using an Oscilloscope for ServicingAlignment-Ampliners and P.A. Equipment-High Fidellty-Advantages of
Inverse Feedback-Speakers-Frequency Modulation-How to Obtain Radio
No.

Jobs. Pram for the complete course. ONLY 361-. Plus postage 1/6.

No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE. Includeo most of the above lessons plus L.C.
and R. Combined Circuits - Resonance Phenomenon-Behaviour at Resonance-

How Meters Work-Making a Voltmeter-Ohm meter Connections-ValvesElectron Behaviour-Triode-Characterletic Curves-Power Supplies-Audio
Amplifiers-Microphones-Reerstance Coupting-Obtainibg Grid BiasPush Pull and Parallel-Phase Inverter Circuit-Radio Frequency Voltage
Ampliflersl.F. and Multtband Coils-Detection-Recelver Circuits-Results
of Frequency Mixiag-A.V.C.-Eleetronic Oscillators-Quarts CrystalsRadio Transmitter Circutts-Malalation and Tuning-Lines. Antennas and
Radiation-Test Equipment Using Meters-Electronic Test Equipment HeatingThyratrom-PhotoCell Equipment-Radio Compass-H.F.
Electronic Shaping Cironts- Electron Microscope-Electric Strain GaugesInterComruunkaturs- Radio Set violas Techniques-Serviclug Printed Circuits.

FOR U.K. USE
Switchabie time base. Brand new and unused but store soiled
13 valve plus 2 diode circuit. Designed for 110 electrostatic,
Cathode Ray Tube-will take I7in., I9in., 21in. or 23in. tube.
Fitted with bands I/III Turret tuner-complete with 12 sets
of coils. All controls fitted. Chassis size: 18in. high x 15in
wide x 5in. deep. Will receive BBC 2 if fitted with u.h.f
Tuner. Sound output transformer fitted for 3 ohm speaker.,
For 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. mains.

,

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 17 GNS.
COMPLETE WITH VALVES AND
BANDS 11111 TURRET TUNER
Carriage and Packing 12/6 extra.

CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH BRAND NEW 17°
C.R.T. AT INCLUSIVE COST OF 19 GNS.
Carriage and Packing 1716 extra.

WIRECOMP ELECTRONICS
378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W9
TEL. CUNNINGHAM 9530
Hours of business: 9 a,ns, to 6 p.m. Open all day
Saturday. Opposite Paddinston General Hospital.
Buse4 1511 and 36 pass the door.

Prim for the complete course. ONLY 85/6. Plus postage 116.
Graduates of the Eleetrortics COMse can qualify for a certificate-details sent
with each order.

Effect of Misqadjusted controls-Pictures of
vaeseons,faults-Service ad Itist ments-Circuit Faults Indicated by a Poor
No. S. TELEVISION COURSE.
PA

of Various Problems.
Prise for the complete course. ONLY 116/-. Plug Postage 1/6.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION

You must be convinced 'hat 'his Is the best value you have ever seen in Electronic. Radio or T.V. Training, otherwise you can return the course tor have
your money refunded it sent with order) after you have examined it in your
own borne for a lull seven lays.
IP YOU SEND CASH WITH ORDER WE WILL INCLUDE A FREE 70 -PAGE
ROOK. - Tick on the coupon tine book for each course ordered with full cash.
TELEVISION FAULT
RADIO SERVICING FAULT FINDING BOOK.
BOOK. OSCILLOSCOPE BOOK.

These free books are authoritative. and loaded with information. Would
each it podcht separately-by sending cash you reduce bookcost at least
ritell .avings we pass back to you!

keeilng and other cases

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Pay,.oaly fie per week

To: lim-Tech Book Con :1,

Mato

en.Clip coupon right now for this special offer.
CT4, klater's Mill, West End. Southampton.

to. tor a full seven days' trial.
Please send the follow
No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE.
o Ne. 1. RADIO COURSE.
87/8, incl. °rotate
41/-, incl. postage.
CD No. S. TELEVISION COOBSE.
37/6, Met. nIttaze.
only or,
(Free trial customer 4

If not'dellghted, I may , urn the course post-paid without further obligation
on' my part. Otherwise inn, pay cash price OR 5,- weekly until purchase
pet. plus 216 service coat re nor been paid.
purchase price.
Ci Tick here if enc.," us
i

Please send me

FREE. RADIO FAULT FINDING BOOK.

`FREE. TN'. FAULT FINDING BOOK.

Amount each., :...._.-

I understand that you wt,
Overseas cueromerv'pic,

FREE. OSCILLOSCOPE BOOK.

this money ih fell If I ern not 100% satisfied
amount (including Ireland).

STILL WELL IN
FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS ... ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY .

.

. Our Automatic

Regulator ensures constant voltages on TV, even with
Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
Conditional Free Trial.

S.A.E. details.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now ...

For
Single
E8. 0.0 Tubes
21" now ...
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED

...

14" to 17" now

...

LS. 0.0

E5.10.0

Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:

21"-147f6
12"-8716;
14"/17"-9716;
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

NAME
A.DDREBB

Day.

"SABRINA"

}Aiding ,load Valve, by observing Picture Faults-Separate Channel

Systemtntercarner I.F. System-Negative Picture-Interference-

Antenna Principles and Practices-U.H.F. Tranemleslon Lines-Facts About
the.T.V. Signal to' Hemp you in Service. Work-Synchronizing Separators-T.V.
Interference Aida-All about Cathode Ray Tubes-Explanation of T.V. Circuits
-Video. Detector-Video Amplifier-D.C. Restorer Circuit-Automatic (lain
Control Circuits-Oscillators-Deflection Coils-Automatic Frequency Control
Circulte--Analysis of Stagger Tuned I.F. Receiver-Analysis of Three Inter.
Carrier -Type Receivers-The Vertical Deflection Circuit-The Horizontal
Deflection Circuit-Waveforms-Schematics of various sections of a
CooVerters and Tuners-T.V. TestEquipment and Alignment-Analysis

BANBURY, OXON

Comity

Telephone 2390
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SOBELL T21

I -YE FV2C

When first switched on the picture has a very
small black edge at the top of the screen, followed
by about 2in. of thin outstanding white lines.

I

After the set has been on for about 10 to 15
minutes, the black and the white lines vanish
from the top of the screen, but reappear at the

bottom of the screen. The black edge being about

lin. and the bright white lines being about 2in.
deep. The height control only makes the screen
appear longer. It does rid the screen of the black
edge, but it is a far from satisfactory picture.-

D. Cowley (Liverpool 13).
We would advise you to check the PCL82 frame
output valve by replacement (rear centre). Check
the associated components. It is easier to remove
the tube before trying to dismantle the deflection
coils.

571

This set has a faulty 16in. MW4I-1 tube. Can
replace tne original tube with a 21in. tubeI can surmount the mechanical

assuming that

difficult.es-w th, say, an MW52-20?-J. W. Bassett
(Gloucestershire).

We do not know of a 21in. tube that could be
conveniently run from the FV2C chassis. An
MW43/69 17in. tube should work, but we doubt
if the e.h.t. available is sufficient to give a sharp
picture on a 21in. screen.
MURPHY V320K

The fault is a cogwheel effect on the picture,
affecting the uprights and edges of the images on
the screen. It is more noticeable on BBC.-L.
Trotman (Cinderford, Gloucestershire).

The symptoms you describe could be due to

SOBELL T172

an aerial fault, or to poor i.f. coupling or misalignment.

There is sound on vision on both channels.
The frame area moves over the screen approximately in. and then returns when the set warms
up. Also, when first switched on, there is quite

PYE CONTINENTAL /71.

a loud mains hum, but this disappears after a while.
-S. Milton (Woodford Bridge, Essex).

This fault appears to be due to defective electrolytic capacitors, and whilst the main 100+
200,uF capacitor is likely to be at fault, the 16µF
sub h.t. should not be overlooked.
BUSH TV85

Definition of faces and things of a white nature,
tends to become a white blurr on this set, except

when the subject is very close up. This fault is
also noticeable when white letters are being shown,
the top halves of the top line of letters merging

together into a blurred white band.-E. Quinn
(Amagh, Co. Tyrone, N.I.).

The symptoms that you describe suggest that

the tube is failing and may need replacement. You
should check the video amplifier and its associated

After being switched on for 30 minutes double
images appear, there is also slight sound distortion.

I have changed the PCL83 without success.-

A. Mellor (Newton, Nr. Barrow-in-Furness).
Check the PCF80 line oscillator valve at the
back of the set for your picture fault. Slight distortion of sound usually denotes a faulty capacitor
in the interference limiter stage.
PYE V700LBA

Some time ago, I had trouble with the picture
rolling and now I have lost the picture although
the screen lights up and the sound is normal. The
stations appear to come in between the numbers
on the dial.-J. Greenaway (Airdrie, Lanarkshire).
We advise you to treat the PCL84 video ampli-

fier Vii, as suspect. The other alternative is a
defective vision detector diode which is fitted inside

the last i.f. transformer T3.

components.

BUSH TVS6

REGENTONE TEN 17

I am having trouble with the width of my

picture. There is a gap of about 2in. each side

of the screen.-T. McGowan (Glasgow, S.W.2).
We would advise you to check the 2.2k11
resistor to pin 8 of the PL81, the PL81 itself and
the h.t. voltage, if necessary replacing the existing
rectifiers with a BY100 silicon rectifier.

Please would you tell me what is the cause of
the picture on this set being about 2in. short top
and bottom.-J. Thornton (Sale, Cheshire).

A compression of two inches at the top and

bottom of the picture is usually due to low emission

PCL83 valve under the tube on the front left side
of the right hand chassis as viewed from the rear.

Ensure that the trouble is not due to incorrect
picture shift adjustment. The adjustment lever
protrudes from the side of the focus assembly and
is capable of movement in all directions.

ALBA 866T

After a short period, the sound develops what
can only be called a " gurgling ". I have changed
the i.f. amplifier panel completely and substituted
new

valves throughout,

but the trouble still

persists.-G. Huxley (London, N.19).
We would advise you to check the capacitors
C56 (50µF) and C77 (0.1yF). The loudspeaker
could be at fault, but this is less likely.

FHILCO A1497

I can only get BBC sound. There is nothing

from ITA, but there is a fairly good raster present.

On this raster, there appears to be symptoms of
either sound on vision or of lack of fine tuning,
though I am fairly certain it is the latter, as there
are " frame jumps " depending on the incoming
sound level. Please would you let me know how

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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to adjust this, as I am not too sure of the position
of the coils.-B. J. Woods (Belfast 6).

You should realign the oscillator coil cores from

the side with the channel selector knob turned to
the desired channel and removed, the fine tuner
knob set mid -way and removed. Insert a screwdriver -shaped long trimming tool into the hole
to the right of the spindle and tune the recessed
core for maximum sound. Check both tuner unit

valves and the 4.7kft resistor to pin 1 of the
PCF80 if necessary.

September, 1964

The chassis can then be withdrawn.
Remove the e.h.t. connection and the c.r.t. base
socket. Remove the screws from the two " U
clips, then remove the metal band passing round
the tube. Hold the deflection coils steady and
withdraw the tube.
Retune oscillator coil core of the channel 8 coil
biscuit to remove picture and sound.
board.

BUSH TV 67

On switching on, the picture and sound are

tube and the e.h.t. rectifier in the above set. Is
it necessary to replace the can over the rectifier

excellent for about half an hour, then, suddenly
the picture goes off leaving a series of vertical dots
in the centre of the screen. After a short time
the dots disappear and sometimes the picture
returns. If the set is switched off then on again,

again after it has been changed?
Would you also enlighten me how to get rid of
the picture and sound on channel 8.-R. Hollingworth (Gorton, Manchester 18).

valves have both been changed, but this has made
no difference.-F. C. H. Walker (Fishponds,

GEC ST2747A

Would you please inform me how to change the

The shroud over the U45 or EY51 should be
refitted when this valve is changed. The tube in
this receiver is a GEC7401A, and to change it,
remove the rear cover and front control knobs.
Detach the cabinet internal screening lead and
unplug the speaker leads. Remove the two screws
located at each bottom corner of the wooden base -

the picture returns, but only for about half an
hour as described above. The EY86 and PL81
Bristol).

Remove the screen over the line output section
and note whether the PY81 overheats when the

fault occurs. If it does, change the 0.1/IF boost line
capacitor. If the PY81 does not overheat, check

the connections to and from the line scanning
coils.

TEST CASE -22
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based

on actual practical faults.

On this receiver both the frame and line locks

held solidly when the set was first switched
on. After an hour or so, however, the line

lock gradually began to weaken, causing tearing at
the top of the picture which necessitated constant
readjustment to the line hold control.
A test was made on the frame lock after the line
lock had badly weakened. The frame was still
" solid". Nevertheless the sync separator valve
and line timebase valves were checked by substitution, but the trouble persisted. Voltages in the
timebase and sync circuits were in accordance with
those indicated in the service manual. What was
the most likely cause of this symptom?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for, the

solution to this Test Case and for another problem.

the top of the picture and compression at the
bottom, also meant that the scanning waveform was
far from sawtooth and probably had sine -wave
characteristics.

Testing with an oscilloscope at the " live " wire
of the secondary of the frame output transformer
proved this point, the trace revealing almost true
sine waveform at that point.

The circuit from the secondary of the transformer to the frame scanning coils contained a
thermistor and resistor in series for compensation
Tracing with the
due to temperature rise.
" probe " of the oscilloscope indicated that the
50c/s waveform was strongest at the junction of
this thermistor/resistor combination and it was
then seen that the insulation on the printed board
at that point had charred slightly, giving a carbon
track from the mains dropper to the scanning coil
circuit, and it was through that track that the
spurious scanning current was flowing-from the
mains supply!

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 21

QUERIES COUPON

(Page 524, last month)

The fact that a small frame scan remained even
with the frame output valve removed meant that
50c/s current must have been flowing through the
frame scanning coils from some source. The

I This coupon is available until September 22nd. 1964, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with she
I

notice on page 568.
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PRITAIN'S CATHODE RAY
TUBE SPECIALISTS

LAWSON

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER

ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
100 "MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED

OUR PRODUCTS
LAWSON TUBES are the Products
of the Commonwealth's largest cathode

ray tube manufacturers.

All tubes

are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
:(especially older sets). Their ,new high
resolution electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor, etc.

75

LIGHT
OUTPUT

(suitable for 625 or 405), give crisp needle sharp definition and
50

focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much improved
brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" controlled
thickness aluminising gives 50% more light output. Silicon
vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass excepted), and

25

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

C.O.D. or C.W.O
12" .. £4.10.0
14" .. £5.10.0
15"-17" £5.19.0
19"-21" £7.15.0

Carr.

and

10h

Ins.

716.

Refundable

if old tube
returned.

12 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE AND FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS WITH
EVERY TUBE.

guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.

OUR SERVICE
THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to
give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all
types of CRTs in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, it matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000 our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers.
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

LAWSON TUBES, 2 , PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS.. Malvern 2100
DUKE& CO.(LONDON) LTD.I

Phone

YOUR CAREER in
TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today-both in the
U.K. and throughout the world.
We offer the finest
home study training foi all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Technicians Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the

RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servomechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor

Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'

experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam, successes.
We are the only privately
run British borne study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will gladly be sent without
any obligat,on.

To:

ILFord

I

6001/2/3

621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St.-Manor Pk. -10 Mins.

VALVES 9d. each. 1,060's available. Send for

6in.
8in.

and sizes. P. a P 2/6

7in. x

4in.
Money
back
ocher
AERIALS. BBC/ITA combined Loft and room En qu ir e
aerials-From 25/-. BBC2/1314F and colour Few only. Ex. mfd.
aerials-From S7 0. SEND FOR FREE LIST. salva e. P.P. 213.
NEONS. 25 box 2/-. (B.B.C.D.P.

Mains tester and visual reminders. P. a P. I./-

guaranteed.

forsizes.

EX -RENTAL T.V. SETS
I7in.

Coloured FREE

f11.10.0

LIST. Demonstrations daily from

I4in.
£7.10.0

our large selection
12 months written

Channels
areas.

Carr. :;/:`,;: rP.

for all

Col.
lectionAdvised
Personal

RE -GUNNED TUBES

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME

Speakers 1'9 ea.

100-10/-. New. Assorted
electiolytles and pica P. A P.2/0.
V/CONTEOLS. 20-10/-. A selection of types
CONDENSERS.

guarantee.

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Stamp
For Free
List

21 in.

_Block

ADDRESS _____--

99/6

Guaranteed
one year

Carr. 1016. Add

79/6 10f- refundable
on OLD TUBE
15,14,
59/6 (110° Tubes in
12 in.
stock).

Please

9.64

EX -MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

I7in. - 35/..

Carriage 51,

I4in. - 151-.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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SERVICE SHEETS

It XTEs: 4/- per line or part
thereof. average lice mord, to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
NIP 1.1.1 kernent loaf he prepaid
and addre..ed to Advertisement
Manager. "Practical '11.11Vision".
'tower Itiolie. Southampton St..
London V1.1'.1.

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, 5,000
models List I -. S.A.E. inquiries;

TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

for all TV.
Radio and Tape Recorders. etc. List

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS

plus S.A.E. SUN ELECTRICAL
SERVICES, 38 St. Georges Road,

SETS & COMPONENTS

16

Hastings. Sussex.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..

largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector
1925 -1964. Prices from If-.
for most makes. Official sole
Free fault-finding guide with all Service Coils
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Please
send
S.A.E.
with
enquiries.
Sheets.
Day Despatch Service. Terms: C.O.D.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 14.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
All types of modern and obsolete valves, Day and Night. Telephone: GIPsy Hill
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists enquiries. 6166. 126 Hamilton Road, West Norwood.
HAMILTON RADIO
SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television -

Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T.s

SERVICE SHEETS 130,000', 2/6 each

U25 Type
PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit above
161- each. Post Free.
Quantity Prices: 6 at L4; 12 at L7 5s.

with S.A.E. DARWIN. 19 George St.,

St. Helens, Lancashire.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-

herd's Bush Road. London W6. Tel:

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS

SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.

Church St. Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

SERVICE SHEETS (75,0001 4/- each;

A.1. POST FREE BARGAINS. Guaranteed reclaimed valves. Send for full

callers welcome. - 5 South Street,
Oakenshaw, Bradford.

list to: Dept MO T, A.1 Radio Components, 14 The Borough, Canterbury,
Kent.

41-

44 MARKET STREET
BACUP, LANCS.

We have the largest display of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recorders, etc. in the country, and can

supply by return of post.
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the attached coupon:
From:

Turret Tuners ex T.V., as removed, 81 post 21, As available, query first. Complete
set in working order, less tube and valves,
suitable for conversion to continental
reception. f2 carriage free.

Name:

Address:

EF80

1'6

ECL80
ECC82
EY86

31-

EF91

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS

44 Old Bond St., London, W.I

30F5
U191

PCF80

PCC84
216
716
61-

41-

PL8 I

5l-

PY8I

316
71616
61-

30P4
20P4
PY32

5/-

6FI9

616
616
61516
51316

10P13
10P14

PL83

Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:

I4in. 13 Channel T.V., untested,

Make

carriage 101-.

Model No.

Radio/TV

Make:

301.,

I7in. 13 Channel T.V., untested, SW-,
carriage 101-.

Model No.: .................

Radio/TV

Well packed, sent at owner's risk.

Make
Model No
I also require list of Service Sheets

I7in. 13 Channel T.V.s. Fully reconditioned, £8.10. Personal collection advised.

at 116.

100 assorted valves, ex T.V. L5.5. Post free.
Line and Frame transformers, Scan coils, etc.
S.A.E. please with all queries.

I also require list of Manuals at

I

(please delete items not applicable)

1 enclose remittance of

MAIL ORDERS ONLY

I-

Assorted printed circuit panels with components as available. S10 post free.

L7.12.6
L7.17.6

CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM

L6.12.6
L7.17.6

CME1402
CME1702, 1703

L6.12.6

£5. 7.6

CRM93

L7, 7.0
L8. 7.6
L4. 2.6

CRMI24

£4.12.6

CMEI705
CME2I01

CRM141,2,3,4

L5. 7.6

CRM 152, 153

L5.17.6

CRM171,2,3
CRM2I1,212
MW6-2
MW22-16

L7.17.6
£6.17.6

L6. 7.6
L 4,

2.6
£4. 2.6
L5. 2.6

MW31-I6, 74
MW36-24, 44

£6.12.6

MW4 1 -1

MW43-80
MW53-20
MW53-80
T90IA
14KP4A, 14IK
7201A, 7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A

L6. 7.6
L6. 7.6
L7.12.6
L7.12.6
L6.12.6

£5. 2.6
L6. 7.6
L6.I2.6
L5. 2.6
L5. 5.0
L6. 7.6
L6.16.2

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

1216 via passenger train.

20L1

20P5
PL36

0.10.0

CARRIAGE 716, via B.R.S. or

SALVAGE VALVES
Tested before dispatch

_

L6.12.6

£5. 5.0
£6. 7.6

anti, FM, HM

171K, 172K, I73K
690IA

Telephone 465

L5, 2.6
L5. 7.6
L6. 7.6

C14811, FM

MW43.64, 69

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE

each, plus postage

in Stock now
AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80, 88
AW43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
AW53-88

TERMS a down (plus carriage)
balance £1 per month.
Midland Stockists: --

Amateur Electronics Co.

240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
I4in. CRM 141, 2 6716. Others 5716
I7in. CRM17 I , MW43-69, 43-64
751-. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON S.W.II.
South of the Bridge.

until 4 p.m.

BAT 6859

Open Sats.
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SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

SETS & COMPONENTS

TUBES-FAMOUS MAKES!

(continued)

NEW VALVE TESTERS £12.

Molineux, Lowfle.d Heath. Stlart.

SPECIAL VALVE
OFFER

We do NOT sell regunned only tubes.

NEW VALVES, 12 months guarantee!
...

BOXED B.V.A.

...9'

PY800, BY 100, ECH131. EF89 571. doz. mixed.

FREE lists of valves, tubes, transformers.
Return of post service.

BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts.
Tel.: BAR 1934
P.

" HEATH KITS" can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 120 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166.

2-PCC89
2-PCF86
2-30C15

60/The lot, P. & P. paid

U.H.F. aerials. Bands 1, Il & l aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
I.T.V.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves. etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances, Quotations without obligation.
Co -axial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

TV SPARES

VALVE CARTONS

at keen prices.
75a Godwin Street.

Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
Bradford 1.

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED
Callers:

CAMBERWELL ROAD,

S.E.S

After business hours. Phone: RODney 7917
(Autophone)
Post Orders to:
8

CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD
ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT
Tel. Orpington 30566

.

.

.

PCF80,

EY51,
PCL82,

SERVICE
SHEETS
purchased.
HAMILTON RADIO. Wester Road,
St. Leonards, Sussex.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Transistors.
R.H.S..
Beverley
House,

In a difficult area for B.B.C1 Try one
of our T.V. pre -amplifiers for B.B.C.
channels, I co 5. Metal rectifier and EF9I.

Double -wound mains transformer 200-240
volts AC only. Black crackle finish metal
case.
Brand new. Size 54 x 44 x 4iin.
Only 1916. (Post 51.). Worth more than
double this for she components.

66 ELMS ROAD
ALDERSHOT, HANTS.

Mannville Terrace, Bradford 7.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
FIND

TV

SET

TROUBLES

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working. 10/- not. Callers only,
9 till 6. including Bats. 39 Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.

EKCO'FERRANTI L.O.T. Shrouds.
sample 141, 3 for 30/-, C.W.O. Send
for full lists to DIAMOND IMall

Order, PRODUCTS, Dept. P.T. BMCI
DIA, London, WCI.

THE
INCORPORATED
TIONERS In Radio and

PRACTI-

Electronics

(I.P.R.E., Ltd. Membership cond Cons booklet 1/-. Sample copy of

I.P.R.E. official Journal V.. post free.
Dept. C Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road,
Caversham, Reading, Berks

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS

WITH ICS

METAL RECTIFIERS

Study at home for a progressive

RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
14B,Al2S2 (PC101) type 250., 250 mA., tale,
12RA1283 (FC31) type 280 v., 300 law., 17/6,

post in Radio, TV and Electronics. Expert tuition for I.E.R.E.,

350 mA,

19/8; Edl, 131-: PC118.

716.

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES

Equivs. for EMI 18/8; 111d0 17/8:

14A969

18/8:

14A00 14/-; 14A97 15/.; 882 IN-; ER8 16/-;
FW12 V.I.A. 5/., 2A 7/.., IA 10/11, 5A 18/8.
SILICON T.V. 7/6. or with Instr. resister.
condenser, 9/-.
MULTIMETERS from

39/8.

Stamped envelope tor full latest selection said
bargain offers In cheap meters.
Under 01 P. g P. ild., over el Poet Free.
NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
17$ Durham Road.

Brdford

8.

IN

MINUTES from the great book. The
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing.
10/8 all book houses and radio wholesalers. If not In stock, from Dept.
Secretary. 32 Kidmore Road, Caversham, Reading, Berks.

EDUCATIONAL

U240/250,

Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4, -

PCC84

Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS 175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorks.

FOR SALE

BOXMAKER.B.

PL81,

PCL83. PY81, R19, 30P19, 025, etc.

Closed Monday for callers.
Tel. Aldershot 22240.

part (a) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekco.Ferranti plastic housing
available, IS/. each.
Free Insurance and Quantity discounts

WANTED
EY86,

b-Cheaper Replacement Part
Ekco T22I-T331, T327, TC267; Ferranti
T1001-1027, b-5216; a-6216.
Murphy

from 504.
Used Parts Available.
Please state clearly whether Maker's correct

Ekco U25, 38/8 exchange: Emerson,
exchange; Cossor. 3818 exchange.
Money refunded in 7 days if not satisfied. Compare our prices. Virtually
any make supplied. Send us your old
L.O.P.T. We will send you a replacement one for 38/6. Please note slight
additional charge if panels damaged.
No gimmicks Genuine offer. S.A.E.
for further details. Postage on all
L.O.P.T.s 3/-. C.O.D. 5/- extra. WIT WORTH TV SERVICE, 32a All Saints'
Road, W11. Tel: PAR 9972. Open all
day Mon. -Sat. inc.
3810

NEW VALVES WANTED

(Dept. PT) MBC/OIA
London. W.C.2.

GLADSTONE RADIO

Scan Coils: Ekco, Ferranti, rye, etc.,

and

PRODUCTS

Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.
Line Output Transformers
o-Maker's Correct Parts;

7216; V270,280, 79'6.
Pye
V4:7, UT4IUT7, 5216.
H.M.V. 18-40.9
6216. Bush TV53, b-6914; a-7916. TV80,
6-89/6; a-9916. Any other make or
model supplied.
C.O.D. or Price Quoted if required.

now

save-save £££s. New replacement
L.O.P.T.s for ,3rd of normal price.

DIAMOND (MAIL ORDER)

G. A. STRANGE
RROADFIELD, Nonni 14RAXIIALL,
nr. Chippenham. Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 238

AMAZING OFFER! Buy

Send for lists tot

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES

112

FOR SALE

(continued)

MVV43,'69, AW43,80, MW36,24, AW43 88,
etc. Fully screened, aluminised, 100",, new
(except glass). Mostly L4.15s. (1216 cge.).
LISTS. One Year's Guarantee Card.

BYI00, EYSI, EY86, PY8I, PY801
PL8I, PCF80, PCL82, 30C1, PC86-8

575

Yorkshire

City & Guilds (Telecoms and
Radio
etc.

Amateurs'), R.T.E.B.,
Many unique diploma

courses incl. Colour TV, Ekctronics,

Telemetry & Com-

Also self -build kit
courses-valve and transistor.
puters.

Write for FREE prospectus and find out
how ICS can help you in your career.
ICS. DEPT. 168, PARKGATE ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.I I

(continued on next page)
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TELEVISION

k

Self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 2550 and
receive free technical information
send s.a.e. for details to BOX No. 36.

11

p
Op,

SITUATIONS VACANT

BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

SERVICING HANDBOOK

IF YOU ARE A

10'

REVISED AND ENLARGED
guide to fault -tracing
and repair. This edition covers 405,625
line sets, transistor models and all the
latest developments.
By G. 1. King.
Postage

351,

113.

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION. Pub. Newnes. ANL Postage

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching -for Brit. I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence. R.T.E.B.,

6d.

TELEVISION ENGINEERS' POC-

P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE BROCHURE
from British National Radio School,
Rilssell Street. Reading.

KET BOOK, by I. P. Hawker. 12'6.
Postage 8d.

RADIO & TELEVISION TEST
INSTRUMENTS, by G.
251, Postage

.1.

King.

113.

WAVE

SHORT

MISCELLANEOUS

\\'

The practical

AMATEUR

EXTERNAL MAST

MOUNTING ARRAYS

9 element 45/-: 11 element 55/-;
14 element 82/8

WALL MOUNTING with CRANKED
ARM. 9 element 80/-; 11 element 87/13:
14 element 75/, CHIMNEY ARRAYS
with LASHINGS, 9 element 72/-: 11
element 80/-: 11 element 87/8. LOFT
ARRAYS. 7 element 32/6: 11 element
with TILTING ARM A 4 ELEMENT
GRID REFLECTOR 62/6: 14 element
ditto, 70/-. Co -ax. Plugs. 1/3. Low Loss
Co -axial Cable. 1/8 yd.

BBC ITV

11-.

DUAL -STANDARD & 625 - LINE
TELEVISION RECEIVERS, by

CONVERT ANY TV SET intoan
Oscilloscope. Instructions and diagrams 12/8. REDMOND, 53 Brunswick Road, Hove 2, Sussex.

G. 1. King. 8(6. Postage 6d.

GUIDE TO BROADCASTING
STATIONS. Compiled by "WW"
14th Ed. 5/... Postage 6d.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

THE MODERN BOOK CO.

Steel. etc.. in Sheets. Tubes. Rods,
Foils, Sections. etc.. Write for FREE
ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST. Callers

of British and American Technical Books

use. Cut to size. Also Brass, Copper.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

19-21 PRAED STREET

welcome.

LONDON, W.2

SENMORE METALS. Dept. R/7
85 St. John's Road. Isieworth, Middx.

CRO 2527

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

VALVES
SETS 17:'.185414,;s4.

63/9: 1+5. 71/3.
F.M. (BAND 21. jolt S/D. 12/8. "H".
30/-. 3 Element, 52/8. ExternalCounit,
-ax.
available. Co -ax. cable 8d. yd.
Plugs, 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.0.1)
P.P. 3/-. Send 8d. stamps for illustrated
lists.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)

32, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

4185

ISL: 6017

Loft 1+3. 41/3: 1+5, 48/8.
Wall mounting 1+3. 58/3:
1 ,5, 63/9. Chimney 1+3.

1/..

ALUMINIUM
Sheet for Chassis building and general

F.M. AERIALS

11.B.C. (BAND IL Telescopic loft 21/-. External
S/D 30/,
(BAND 3). 3 Element loft array 25/-. 5
Element 35/-. Wall mounting, 3 Element 35/-.
5
Element 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C./I.T.I.

RADIO, by I. Scharp. 2.1/.. Postage

SAME DAY SERVICE

BBC 2, TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER

GUARANTEED !

& RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

NEW ! TESTED !

E06.tlwi0,,o/8.
311Vir1Fiii101,1:1.211)L99

Set1,,,i.,

UHF,-62S/BBC2 complete modification kits, tuner, IF and T.B.
panels, fittings and circuits, Or tuners and IF panels separately.
also aerials, send for free lists.

7/8 616GT 8/8 PAINS 6/- ECL86
3/9 DCC90 6/9 EP:19
6/6 0X4
11150T '8/3 6X5GT 5/8 1.0..1.3
8/- EF41
1A70T
1B5

11001 8/- 7117
110

4/9 7123
3/9 7126

193

2/6 787
6/9.787
4/10 714
41910(5.

114
3134
:144

5/6 12AT6

3V4

7/9 1)F96

2/8 E1'43
EF80

7/8 1.)1176
5/9 1)5177

3/6 Mai

8/- 1)1041

3/6 Er85
8/- EF89
4/9 EF91
8/9 EPS::
6/6 EL38

14/3 1)1732

5/- 0691

12/3 D1492

4/3 0E96

7/3 EMI

4/6 12/.17 3/9 01,33
5130T 5/- I2Ata 3/- 1)935
5140
7). 13AU7 4/9 0L92
51:40

PcPtia

6,416

RAP42

USl6

8/- 111147

4/3 357,40T4/11 ELVA4
13/8 ECC85
6/6 ECF80
7/65X110
6/6 FICP83
9/6 A231.

2/9

ALSO L.O.'_.s
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100, etc., STELLA
Available for
9018617 to 1007, etc.
Polo
551- Alba
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 types)
... 55/- tumor
Rost
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
62/6 Dem Pilot
EKCO FERRANTI (U26 types) .FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc., 6716 306, 308 551- O.E.C. R.G.D.
PHILCO 1000, 1010, etc. 67/6 MARCONI
Rosenta.
67/6 R.B.
VT 157 etc. ...
HMV 1840 to 1854 60'- 1865 to 1869 ,.. 55L. insists tobeli
Ihtra
674 Pam
1870, 1890, 1910 types etc

61418

6928

4/9 536

04470
4344701

6/3 NIB
6/3 PC95

4/8 ECFsti 10/gPC97

7/9 42421135 12/3 Ec1135

19/6

-11;}*1-:'..'8° 9
6/9
12/6 PENA4
5/6
1119 PESO) 17/6 UC92
7/8 PEN383 9/6 Uccs4 8/8/9 UCC85 8(9
4/9 PL36

7/. PX4

7/- 1;41E80
5/8 0121142
5/ - 12171181
5/9 0121x1
UcL83

7/9 UP41

6/- E42084

Ec1143 8/8 PCC85
610(IT
12/6 1(01181 6/- PC089
691.701 5/6 C11
685701 3/9 DAC32 8/3 ECL80 6/3 PCPS°
PCF82
3/9 DAF9I 3(9 ECLEI9
65.611

51. U22
4/10 1,25

9/. U36
7(6 U47

5/6 250
6/9 052

9/6 1278

6/9 0191
6/9 17284

8/6
7/6
818

7/6

8/3
7/3
'4 1 1//:

91- U 489

5/3 UL41
5/9 UL44

5/- U146
5/9 UL84
7/9 UU7
15/- UUS

7/9 UY21
9/6 UY41.
6/3 KTW61 4/9 TH-33 5/9 UY85
6/3 510 14

7/15I8/6
6/3
6/6
10/6
7/9
4/9

5/-

4/9
4/9 1941
8/6 51'71/
8/6
8/6 µ77
2/8
16/6
8/6 w7s6
5/- 181M 19/6

9/8 X109
8/9
9/6 Y63
8/6 E66

17/6
4/9
7/ -

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL, LONDON N.I6
STA. 4587

L3.10.0, or Pye UHF Masthead 1E53.0. Post free.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types
available brand new, exact replacements fully guaranteed. A

4/- 9151 6/- PX23
5/8 1911060 6/9 EI141
2/- E104 7/6- Ig.:3393
12/6 EB91
6606G 12/6 201'4
14/9 E114233
EY66
bi
5/- 30P3
614116
5/6 PY80
5/6 35L60T 419 EBC41 7/3 EZ4O
69.16
7/6 E5181
6E1
5/6 25U40110/13 913081 5/9 9241
4/- Pys2
6/EZ80
9/6
EBF9O
3(9 30145
OP6G
4/6 PY83
4/. 30PL1 6/- Ettp89 6/- 9281
6F13
9/- S091E3 9/- ECC40 7/6 PW4/5006/3 EY88
6/14
5/. R17
3/6 30PL14 12/3 FICosi 8/9 KT32
6.15(1
3/9 101)4
14/- E424282 4/9 KT63
69.70 1/6 35A5
0147GT 4/- 351.001 6/8 EC033 7/- K166 12/8 TR2IC
610101 7/9 52170

TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain, ail stations
transistorised plug-in types, Pye ITAIBBC1 E3.15.0, Perdio UHF

9/- UABC80 5/9
5/- PCLs4 7/6 UAF42 8/6/8 N.3,45 8/6 1'11041 6/3
12111281
7/3
4/3 P954131)

CBES

6K135

11/9

4/8 PCLA3

8/9 IlL84
4/9 E1134 7/11 P1.31
5/6 EMS() 8/9 PL83
2/- 12AX7 4/9 01.94
7/9 91,88
6/- l2K7(1T 4/3 0L96
61- Bbibt
3/6 1317801 8/9 EABC80 5/3 E3184
6/3 P1J54

6A1..3
6A443

51- U252

3/9 EtF86 8/9/9/6 PeF1(8614/- U801 15/9
4/6 PCL82 6/6 04020 5/9

Pawl 66.par valve extra. lay Parcel insured against Damage iu Transit 6d. extra
Amy GO.D. Parcel 4/3 extra

selection which can be supplied:

.

.

PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc. from 5416 Murphy Etc.
Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3/6. C.O.D. 2'6 extra.

* Also available for all sets *

SCAN COILS.

Frame o/p, frame osc.transf.. widthilinearity

coils, sound oils transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.
controls, line osc. transf., resistors condensers, etc.

TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
channel coils, technical replacement service available.
Co.

C.R.T.s. Mullard, Mazda rebuilt with new guns by long est. Nat.
Guaranteed IS months, 14, I7in. L4.5.0, 2lin. L6.10.0. Carr 101-.
TAPE REC;CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels, Idlers.
Motors for most British tint!. WALTER) and some loreign makes.

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular

models, clean serviceable condition, turrets, transformers. etc.
* ELECTRICAL appliances and components, transistor radios, etc.
ENQUIRIES invited. prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

(CALLERS: 589b, HIGH ROAD, Near Granville Road,

N. FINCHLEY, N.12). Open Sat. HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg.)

iii
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

HERE

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

breakage.
Each

tube

delivered

is

in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
rebuilt with experience and
We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
Each tube
know-how.

£4.10.0

I2in.
I4in.
I5in.
I7in.
I9in.
2I in.

free anywhere

is

television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

£4.15.0

£5. 0.0
£5. 0.0
£5.10.0

£7. 0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735
SURREY.

-Discount for Trade-

TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern

Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division-

the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains

the benefits of our Employment Dept. and

you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
shows

We definitely Guarantee

PET SUBJECT ?
Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng..
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
A.M I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

B.Sc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

MI,.

The specialist Elecrro

i cs

Basic Practical and Theore. sir E. /-

tel
tic Courses

in
Radio. T.V.. Electronics, Etc.,
be

Drei,on

of

Ns

real laboratory tram-

wish
A.M.Brit.I.P.E. City di Guilds
as home
Radio An a teurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
Ask for details
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio & Television Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
SCHOOL OF
Automation

B.I.E.T.

ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page

A.M.I.M.I.

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
today-FREE.

EQUIPMENT

YOUR NAME!

A.I.O.B.

to miss reading this famous book. If you arc
earning less than L25 a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

WHICH IS YOUR

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

a

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME

ADDRESS

II

111

TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE /20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

iSE120).

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF !TS KIND IN THE WORLD

sr-

TELEVISION
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

September, 1964

Compare the Prices & the Service!

BUY DIRECT
FROM

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
REPLACEMENTS FOR:

D.T.V. &

11019 T301, T304 T394, 1484, 1494, 1504,
TR1974, TR9874

11828 .1312

.

37/6
421-

.

12023 1391, T324. T574. 1.52.4051
11005 T331, M1341, 1332, MT362, T431,

35/9

L1900 1655. 1717
..
L1901 T909
L1705 1336. 13361,51
11708 1356, 1436, 15248,1336
11012 1372, T392. 1479. 1499, T119072

50/50/-

T432, 111441, M1442
L1707 T641, 1644, 17241'M. 1744F51

37/6
52/6

631-

.

40/-

87/6

AMBASSADOR

82/6

L1024 TV7, TV9
L1684 TV14, TV15. 117

75/11

ARGOSY
1.1719

MURPHY

FERRANTI

ALBA

BAIRD

L1055 2014, 2017, 2114, 2117, 2214, 2217
.
L1059 1812, 1814. 1815

.;

.

23/8

.

2316

supplied as luserts only
L1703 T1001 ..
..
L1951 11002/1, 11011
L1990 T1012 ..
..
L1881 11002

23/3
51/3

178K40, 1714, 17140.

Them are

..

..
_
.

,

1.1747

11874 8106, B109
.
11802 B94, B95, B98, B99

..

65/51/6

1.2089 TV85
1.2528 Bush108
L2022 TV75c
L2028 TV105a

1.13322

943, 944, 946

88/6
93/6
76/11
95/90/105/-

51f-

DECCA

12125 DM1, DM2/c. DM3,

DM4,

1)M4Ic.

581-

71/71/-

LI972 1/M21/e
11889 1/5192/e

1.1895

DEFIANT
911-

11951 TV34, 35, 33. 43

48/-

EKCO

L1898 T0208, 10209, T20931, 1231, 12310,
1248, T0267, 102.67/1 T254. 1293 _
L1881 T3110 7177
1,1953 1348, TC3411. T336, 13480, 134S,
.

.

.

.

13440,1344

1.1704 1M13272

L1950 10312, 1318. 23130, 1335

481-

48/65/73/6
85/-

55/.

EMERSON

L1331 111 s, 1119, 1130
11746 1122, 1126
L1747 1123. 1124,1125. 1133, 1133. 1137
L1927 237

481-

FERGUSON

L1829 451

.

,

11228 103T, l'035T, 1131, 1351, 1427'. 14:31.

1451,'9911. 0921, 9931%99M 0931,
9961, 997T
L1710 2031, 2041, 2051. 206T, 2141, 2351,
2361. 2441,2401, 24311
L1713 3061, 3081
L1895 4061, 4081. 4161, 430T, 4381, 6041.
L1977 506T, 208T, 5461, 5161, 5181, 5361
'

64:461-

CWW21S, CTL5o1

52/51/6
55/55/-

11040, 11V40. 3F40. 1(040
L1754 M 050, MV30 MV33, 51V59
L1755
L1762 PV70, 1.5-5331,51
L1761 Q V30, QV3013'M

27/6
85)77/3
89/6
88/3
86/3

..

77/3
.

1.1817 PV70

..

.

1439

..

..

..
..

...

375421,15, C151210. VT21,

..
..
..

..

L1938 V200, V200LB
..
L1933 PV110 .
L2033 410, V210, V210LB.

..

..
11220,

..

..

L1971 PVP20, PV110

82/78/-

.,

MARCONI

L1288 6, series, 89 series. ync72. VP,C84DA

L1744 01133

.

.

72/-

78/75/67/-

.

the above

REGENTONE
143, 173, 317

..

L2014 10-4, 10-5, 112, 590

60/-

57/9

130/-

56/51/6

L1874 1105, 1103/1, F105/2, F113/9
L1719

60/-

17/6

.

::

9i/-

105/105/-

1(1-4, 10-12, 10-3

SOBELL

..
HI
L1001 1817, 347. 176, 51
L1905 T91,1911% 1211.3
L2517

::

1.1'01147
..
11304 1171.11710 ..

L1607

143

,

123, 1302.70, 1'27,

171.7

..

ULTRA

L1894 VI763, V1764

98/8

711
601-3

Vf DOR
116733

80/75/-

80)-

76/65/68/95/45/-

.. 105/8

..

L1647 el series, 814
L1646 s6 series, 815
L1958 V1433, VP1453

7V68/-

50/-

57/9

'

L1880 818617, 818621, sl

51/3

McMICHAEL

L1906 51141
11805 111211, M21TL0, M22T

0101/1

STELLA

55/.

1E71, TF7, 1070, 1071, 1 0210.1021 50/L1788 10210, 10211, TB series. 1'2 series,

_

L1884

11813 224 -, _

MASTERADIO
L1787 10.40, TE41, TF4. 1041. TE7C,
12020 T.17T.1}(71

591551-

70/-

.

_
F49
..
..
..
L1802 092. 093, B94, F100, 0104 ..

L1863
L1983

47/-

1.1713 V1155, VT156

51/0
51/6
51/6

0230,

RAYMOND

L2014

9017510

V20

38/6
84/6

R.G.D.

80/68/-

L1918

1.3000 MVI00/1, QV100, N07110M, NV70,
00100, 1070. PV70IsM, PV100
L3001 8V30, SV30FM, RV30, RV70, 8080

72/-

52/6

L1769 (51170, 0W1795,;. ('W179,175, CM1218,..

11559

1.1335 CV40
1.1336 EV30 _
L1344 K V35, LVT30

All

CW170, CW17CF
..
1.1771 0511178, L11170:0. IITLI77

L1709 37512,

K.B.

511U

L1981 0.700. E701, E704

301-

INVICTA

L2021
'30/1
1.2525 15'10, TV10K, TV15,

DYNATROH

55/-

..
L1331 V4, VT4, V7, VT7
11747 171CDL, 0017, 08170,
C9171,
081700, 0111117F, C111117T, CW17,

5-r2lci)

L1970 QVIO, QV20, QV30

L1719 1454. 1458, 1734. 1733. 1756

.
..

L1776
L1746

47163/3

.

1570, 1072, 1874, 1676

11754

67/.

11713 P b5, 1869

30/-

58/9
94/8

L1815 01)0121
PYE

29/3

59/-

land 1.01100. MV100

DM3, DM14, D5117, 444, 555, D5133

L1973 115133. DM45

1846, 1847, 1848. 1854

..

L1943 1100

65/-

1825A,

L1744 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843. 1841, 1845.,

591-

11715 945, 945B, 949

1960,
1964

L1288

COSSOR

L1092 R174, 920, 931, 033, 934, 935, 937.
938, 938A, 9390A, 940. 942, 942B

..
1961, 1968, 2160, 2161, 1963,

11820 1497, 1557, 1800, 1810

49/-

54/9

TV36e, 1110363.. TV43

.

80/-

1824.4, 1824B, 1025,

60/-'

PHILCO

L1940 1000

551/63

PILOT

1826, 1826A, 1827. 1827A, 1820, 1829,
18994
L1290 1803. 1804
_

52/55/-

PETO SCOTT

11780 T1719, T1720. These are supplied as
inserts only
.

L1805 196251, 1967, 1967M

BUSH

L1077 TV32, TV33, TU034a, 136, 1(3036

754, 764, 765C

L1739 BT1251, BT1252, 11112524., 311746,
811748, BT22.50, B12743, BT2745R,
B19747, 814743, BT3240, 11T3347,
1113348. Rewinds
1.1743 1112748. 1118149, 818248, BT8742
1824,

62/.

.

L1768 501, 5014, 5010, 517, 517A, 517CA,
5170. 521, 5210.1, 52100. 5210,

H.M.V.

BEETHOVEN

N178, 1200, V202C

PAM
L1331 908, 909, 952. 953, 958

2916

supplied as inserts only
L1737 1413, 171(5, 170K5, 17T5. These are
supplied as inserts only
1.1855 1414, 14140, 171(4, 171(40, 1781(4.
.

L1427

G.E.C.
91/-

171(40

11247 1412, 11125, 11915, T1295, 11325,
11415. T1425,11423 ..
..
.. 57/8
L1252 14T3, 14130, 171(3, 171(30. 1713,
1713F. These are supplied as inserts
only
.'
1.1856 14T6, 171(6, 1781(6, 1716. These are

SAVE MONEY!

)'54217. O04214. (90'4220, CN4221,
42.25. C141225, l'N4228, CN4229,
59/-

34'431), CN4231

11673 054213, C54217, cN4216
ell- her made by D.1', V. Or

Tran9formers are
Manufacturers concerned.

65) -

the

Set

65/489-

All

Sloe!,

Bents are

Brand New and Des-

041

patched same day. This

is a small example of

We carry the largest stock
of specialised Television
Replacements

in the U.K.

our stock. Send S.A.E.
for

DEPT. PT, 126 HAMILTON RD., WEST NORWOOD,
Tel: GIPsy Hill 6166 (P$X)
LONDON S.E.27.

items you do not

see here.
TERMS:

C.W.O.

or

0.11 POSTAGE ON

L.O.P.T's and SCAN

COILS 31- C.O.D. 5/-,

MM.

'3,

